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IF- COMMUNICATIONS ACT OF 1995
The Committee resumed its sitting.
Mr. MARKEY. Mr. Chairman. I yield

1% minutes to the gentleman from Mis-
sissippi [Mr. MONTOMERY].
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Mr. MONTGOMERY. Mr. Chairman, I

rise In support of the Markey-Klink-
Montgomery amendment. This amend-
ment blocks national networks frors
owning local TV stations to control 5C
percent of all the viewing audience.
This would be a terrible thing. Mr.
Chairman. to let ABC, Disney. NBC,
CBS. Fox. own more local TV stations.

The ABC affiliate in my hometown is
privately owned. When violent po-
gran. are produced, the manager of
this station will not show those violent
programs, If this was a network-owned
station, those programs would bc
shown.

Let us face it. Mr. Chairman: Compa-
nies like ABC. they have no respect for
Members of Congress. Now. if you want
the big networks in New York City to
own your local station and beat up on
Members of Coftgress. then you ought
to vote against us. But if you want TV
stations to stay in private ownership.
then we ask for an "aye" vote on the
Markey-Klink-Montgomery amend-
ment.

Mr. FIELDS of Texas. Mr. Chairman.
I yield I minute to the gentleman from
New York [Mr. FRISA].

Mr. FRISA. Mr. Chairman. I thank
the gentleman for yielding.

Mr. Chairman, I rise In strong opposi-
tion to this amendment, because, curl-
ously, and we have not heard this yet.
there is a special carve-out for those
wonderful, warm, local hometown
newspapers such as the Washington
Post. The sponsor of'the amendment
did not tell us there is a special provi-
sion allowing the Washington Post to
have cross-ownership. Also that other
wonderful local hometown newspaper,
that.warm and fussy New York Times,
gets a special carve-out in this amend-
ment. We did not hear that from the
sponsor of this measure as well.

This amendment is disingenuous. Lo-
calism will be dictated by the market-
place. A business entity will not be
successful unless it appeals to each
local market, to the folks next door.
This amendment should be defeated be-
cause it does not tell It like it is, and
I think it is high time the Government
got out of the business of shackling the
hands of competition.

Mr. MARKEY. Mr. Chairman, I yield
1 minutes to the gentlewoman from
California [Ms. ESHOO].

Ms. ESHOO. Mr. Chairman, I thaask
the gentleman for yielding me time.

Mr. Chairman. I rise in strong sup-
port of the Markey amendment which
would preserve cross-ownership restric-
tions on cable and broadcast television
in local markets, as well as limit the
percentage of viewers to which one
media company could have access na-
tionwide.
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There's a single phrase that defines

the unique character of American soci-
ety and democracy. It's a phrase that
we learn as childrcn and carry with us

1 every day. yet seldom pause to reflect
upon: -E Pluribus Unum." or "Out of
Many. One."

This phrase helps explain why the
Markey amendment is so important.

It reminds us that America is not
monolithic. We are a nation that draws
its strength from diversity, that prides
itself on pluralism, that relishes the
free flow of ideas.

From the earliest days of the days of
this country's existence. America has
been a calliope of different voices.
opinions, and convictions. We've rev-
elled in our pluralism, encouraged ro-
bust debate, and fostered an aggressive
national press to facilitate free speech.

Public debate is not necessarily con-
venient for governing, but it's essential
for democracy. It allows us to consider
all sides of an issue, make sound deci-
sions, and move ahead as one nation
with firmness and resolve.

-E Plurlbus Unum." It's a promise
that all points of view will be aired-a
sign that democracy is alive and well
in the United States.

The Markey amendment will ensure
that many voices will continue to be
heard in this Nation. that no one will
be granted a monopoly on espousing
ideas in our communities, that we will
continue our proud tradition of vigor-
ous public debate.

In short, the Markey amendment will
help preserve the diversity of opinion
that Is so vital to American democ-
racy.

Mr. Chairman, I urge my colleagues
to support this legislation.

Mr. FIELDS of Texas. Mr. Chairman,
I yield 1 minutes to the gentleman
from New York [Mr. MANTON).

Mr. MANTON. Mr. Chairman, I thank
the gentleman for yielding me time.

Mr. Chairman. I rise in opposition to
the Markey amendment.

Mr. Chairman, the proponents of the
Markey amendment continue to claim
that the broadcast provisions of H.R.
1555 threaten diversity and localism,
and will lead to an undue concentra-
tion of media power in the hands of a
few corporations. These charges are
simply untrue and unfounded.

H.R. 1555 simply allows one entity to
compete in markets that reach up to 50
percent of all the viewers in the coun-
try. And in those markets they will be
competing with other network-owned
or affiliated stations, several independ-
ent television stations, up to 100 cable
networks, direct broadcast satellites.
and the telephone company's video
platform.

That sounds like competition and di-
versity to me.

The contention that H.R. 1555 will
harm localism is even more egregious.
If that were true, localism would be at
risk today. Seventy-five percent of the
stations in the country are group
owned. And more than 90 percent of
those are owned by groups headquarted
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in cities other than where their sta-
tions are iot at-d.

Station manigers provide local new-
and infortmation programming because
it affects their bottom line. The four
major networks own and ope-ate sta-
tions in New York City. Yet they are
fiercely ctompetitive in the area of
local news, information and sports pro-
gramming. The same is true across the
country-no matter who owns the sta-
tion. Because if they want to keep own-
ing the station, they must provide
quality local programming. Why? Be-
cause that is what the viewer demands.

Finally, despite the rhetoric you
have heard today H.R. 1555 will not set
the stage for one giant conglomerate to
control all of the mass media outlets i,,
a single market. The bill specifically
bars the FCC frcm afproving any ac-
quisition that %ruld result in fewer
tha three independent media voices in
a market. I urge my colleagues to re-
ject the Markey amendment.

Mr. MARKEY. Mr. Chairman. I yield
I minute to the gentleman from Texas
(Mr. BRYANT].

(Mr. BRYANT of Texas asked and
was given permission to revise and ex-
tend his remarks.)
Mr. BRYANT of Texas. Mr. Chair-

man, this is one area in which we do
not need to argue about what would
happen if we did not adopt the Markey
amendment and left the bill as it is, be-
cause there was a time only about 25
years ago when that was the situation
in America. What happened? There
were not any rules, and we saw these
enormous conglomerations of owner-
ship of media arise all over the coun-
try.

The rules that the bill is trying to
change were rules that came out of the
early 1970's. under the Nixon-Ford ad-
ministration. These were not some
wild-eyed liberal scheme. They were
designed to deal with the fact, and par-
ticularly the fact that in Atlanta, GA.
one company owned every single type
of news media.

I think it is astonishing that we
Democrats complain about the way in
which the national media ownership
fosters violence on television, and you
Republicans talk about how the liberal
media Is nothing but trouble, yet all at
the same time both sides are busy try-
ing to give the same guys that own all
of these stations more and more power
to own more and more and control
more and more.

For goodness' sake, either we are
both being hypocrites with our com-
plaints. or else we should not be in
favor of this bill unless it is amended.
Vote for the Markey amendment and
stick up for localism.

Mr. BLILEY. Mr. Chairman, I yield I
minute to the gentleman from Wiscon-
sin (Mr. KLUG].

Mr. KLUG. Mr. Chairman. I have to
tell you that I think my colleague from
Masiachusetts has got half of this
amendment right, and that if you look.
we understood as a country there was a
problem when oil companies controlled
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the oil fields and the refineries and the
gas stations. That created a monopoly
situation.

You have the same kind of potential,
frankly, under the language under the
bill Itself. if you own TV production fa-
culties, the network to distribute it,
and, finally, the stations to broadcast
it. I think the gentleman from Massa-
chusetts (Mr. MARKEY] is correct, and
we would be much better off with a
provision in the bill that says 25 per-
cent, not 50 percent, when it comes to
station ownership.

But I have to tell you I think my col-
leagues has gone off the deep end in
this bizarre firewall between cable TV
stations and broadcast facilities. You
can own a newspaper and a TV station
presently, se the Milwaukee Journal
and the Washington Post do; you can
own a magazine and a TV station, as
Post-Newsweek does; or you can own a
radio station. In fact, you can own sev-
eral radio stations in the same commu-
nity and a television station. You can
own a billboard company, a shopping
magazine. You can own anything in the
world except a cable television oper-
ation.

Cable is not evil. We should allow
cable to compete. I urge the rejection
of the Markey ainendment.

Mr. MARKEY. Mr. Chairman, I yield
2 minutes to the gentleman from North
Carolina (Mr. BURR].

Mr. BURR. Mr. Chairman. I thank
the gentleman for yielding.

Mr. Charman. for 7 months now, I
have tried to be guided in this House
by my belief that to complete the tran-
sition in this country that we needed
to go through, we needed to strengthen
the community. That we needed to rely
on communities to step up and to be-
come individually responsible for some
of the problems that we have in this
country.

In fact, as this bill is currently writ-
ten. I believe that we threaten commu-
nity values, that it undermines local-
lam and the diversity in the local tele-
vision markets. In fact, we do need to
change the 25-percent law that cur-
rently stands on the book for owner-
ship of network TV. But in fact, as it
stands in this bill, Mr. Chairman, it
will significantly reduce the availabil-
ity of local programming in my dis-
trict.

In my district alone, things that
might be affected would include the
Billy Graham Special, where networks
may not see that as a replacement for
their prime time viewers; or maybe the
tribute to the late Jim Valvano, the
great basketbsilr coach from North
Carolina State; and a tradition in the
South, Christmas parades, local pa-
rades, not the Macy's Parade in New
York; telethons, that have become a
tremendous impetus behind the fund-
raisers for the United Negro College
Fund; or started in Raleigh. NC. a pro-
gram called Coats for Kids a telethon
which raised $60,000 its first year; and
the greatest love in the south. ACC
basketball. Heaven forbid that would
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be banned because the national net-
works said you cannot preempt our
programming.

While my colleagues on the other
side of the aisle and I disagree, and we
may argue about network ownership.
the fact is we have to provide local pro-
gramming. Vote to increase local own-
ership, but do not kill network pro-
gramming. Vote for the Markey
amendment.

Mr. MARKEY. Mr. Chairman. I yield
such time as he may consume to the
gentleman from Minnesota [Mr. OBR-
STAR).

(Mr. OBERSTAX asked and was given
permission to revise and extend his
remarks.)

Mr. OBERSTAR. Mr. Chairman. I rise
in support of the Markey amendment.

Mr. Chairman. I rise in support of the
Markey-Shays amendment to retain
regulation of cable rates until cable
systems face actual competition.

Following defeat of the Conyers
amendment to ward off concentration-
of competition-stifling economic power
in the marketplace, the point we have
reached in consideration of this legisla-
tion is very similar to where we were
with airline deregulation in 1978. In the
rush to deregulate aviation. Congress
and the administration kept the Jus-
tice Department on the sidelines, in an
advisory capacity to the Department of
Transportation on antitrust and mo-
nopoly issues arising out of proposed
airline mergers and acquisitions.

The result of this bifurcation of au-
thority-the Justice Department mak-
Ing recommendations, but the DO?
making the final decisions on antitrust
matters--was that virtually no anti-
trust action was taken by either De-
partment to sustain competition by
preventing monopoly-producing merg-
ers and acquisitions. Within 5 years of
passage of the Airline Deregulation
Act, there were 22 new entrants into
air carrier competition; but, within 10
years, only I of those new competitors
remained--all the others were either
swallowed up by the major carriers.,
driven into bankruptcy, or reduced to a
minor regional carrier status.

In the consideration of legislation to
chart the future of the multibillion
dollar telecommunications sector, we
should learn the lessons of the past. We
should not allow in this legislation the
same opportunities for concentration
of cable TV market power, rate
gouging. and the potential for control
of all news media in selected markets
as we allowed for the airline industry
to swallow up competition and create
fortress hubs with such great economic
power that they can deny market entry
to any new potential competitor.

The Communications Act of 1934
clearly has been surpassed by both
events and technology and needs to be
updated. While technology has changed
with astonishing rapidity, human na-
ture has not changed. The 1934 act was
more about constraining human ava-
rice and the tendency of power to cor-
rupt than it was about regulating tech-
nology.
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We need to keep America on the cut-

ting edge of technology; we need to as-
sure that all regions of this country,
small, rural communities, as well as
major urban centers, can be connected
to the entire world through fiber optic
cable--the whole paraphernalia of
cyberepace--so that anyone can set up
business in a community as small as
my hometown of Chisholm. MN, and
have full access to the worldwide com-
munications network.

The key to realizing that goal Is to
assure access for all people at afford-
able prices--and that means protection
against the evils of monopolistic con-
trol of economic Dower in the market
place, the central principle of the 1934
Communications Act.

The underlying principle of commu-
nications law has always been to as-
sure universal access, diversity of tech-
nology, and local options. This bill, ab-
sent the Conyers amendment and the
Markey-Shays amendment, will not
have enough regulatory power to pre-
vent either the long-distance compa-
nies, or the regional Bells from domi-
nating markete in beth the broadcast
and cable media. This bill opens the
way to rapid and massive media mar-
ket domination by a few economic
powerhouses who will quickly gain con-
trol of cros-media mergers.

I have great fear that, Just as com-
mercial aviation in the deregulation
era has bypassed small communities.
denying them even essential air serv-
ice, the same small communities will
be bypassed in the communications
field, denied adequate universal serv-
ice, or have to pay exorbitant fees for
such service and, in fact. be isolated.
Although the bill does include some ex-
emptions for small phone and cable
compaies from competitive require-
ments. They are hardly Suiiclent to
protect small rural communities from
monopolistic practices. I have heard
the appeals of small radio and cable TV
stations, expressing the fear that
they'll either be bought out or
swamped by the competition and I con-
cur with them.

Telecommunications technology is
becoming one of the cornerstones of
freedom of speech in our society. The
information and access to the market-
place of ideas provided by tele-
communications and the ability
through it to conduct business, to
enjoy entertainment anywhere, how-
ever remote in this country, is so cru-
cial to a free society that, if we are
going to tinker with the Communica-
tions Act, then we ought to do it right.
rather than live to see monopolies
dominate the marketplace of commu-
nication and regret today's legislative
action.

My conclusion, Mr. Chairman. is
that, absent the protections of the Con-
yers and Markey amendments, the ef-
fect of this bill will be monopclistic
consolidation of economic power and
technological control of the future of
telecommunications, producin_ the
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very antithesis of a free and open ocl-
e thr. MARKEY. Mr. Chairman. I yield

2 minutes to the distinguished gen-
tleman from Michigan (Mr. BONIOR].

Mr. BONIOR. Mr. Chairman, I rise in
strong support of the Markey amend-
ment. In this bill, we have to be very,
very careful, that while we open up
competition on one hand, we do not
shut down voices on the other hand. We
all know that in America the people
are supposed to be the"ones who own
the airwaves. But the faster we rush
into this telecommunication age. the
more we increase the chances that a
few wealthy people will control every-
thing that we read, that we hear. that
we see. and that indeed is dangerous.

We have laws in this country that
say no one person or company can own
media outlets that reach more than 25
percent of the American public. We
passed that law to promote the free ex-
change of ideas so no one person could
monopolize the airwaves.

But the telecommunication bill as it
is currently written changes all that.
This bill would literally allow one per-
son to own media outlets that reach 50
percent of the American households.
Under this bill. one media mogul could
control TV news stories, newspaper
headlines, radio ads, cable systems. TV
shows, and the information that
reaches half of the American house-
holds. That is dangerous and It con-
tradicts the very democratic principles
that this Nation Is based on. The gen-
tleman from Massachusetts [Mr. MAR-
KEY] has proposed an amendment that
would set that ownership limit at 35
percent. It is a good amendment. I wish
it would have gone farther, but this is
the best that we could possibly get In
this debate, and I hope It is successful.

I would have liked to have seen It ad-
dress broader questions, who controls
our radios, newspapers, networks, and
the who controls the Information that
controls the lives of American citizens.
But this is an important amendment.
It Improves the bill, it improves access
to the American public. and I encour-
age my colleagues to vote for the Mar-
key amendment.

Mr. MARKEY. Mr. Chairman, I yield
my remaining 1 minute to the gen-
tleman from Michigan (Mr. DINOELL],
the ranking member of the Committee
on Commerce.

(Mr. DINGELL asked and was given
permission to revise and extend his re-
marks.)

Mr. DINGELL. Mr. Chairman. I want
to commend the distinguished gen-
tleman from Florida for the coopera-
tion and the concessions which he ex-
tended to me and express my good
wishes to him. Those changes are good,
because they deal with concentration
at the local level.

That problem, however, is not ad-
dressed in the bill Itself now with re-
gard to the national level. The ques-
tion here Is are we are going to have
real diversity of expression on air
waves that are owned by the public and
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whose operation is licensed in the pub-
lic interest by the FCC? With the Mar-
key amendment, that will happen.
Without the Markey amendment, that
will not happen.

It is important that we see to it that
the marketplace of ideas in this coun-
try is as broad and diverse as we can
make it, and that all persons have ac-
cess to it. Without that principle being
applied, our government is weakened
and hurt, and the public debate on
great national issues and discussion of
matters of concern to this people are
hurt.

I would urge my colleagues to vote
for the Markey amendment. I would
say that that is the best way that we
can keep in place the diversity of view
which is so important in consideration
of important national issues.

Mr. BLILEY. Mr. Chairman. to close
debate. I yield the balance of my time
to the gentleman from Texas (Mr.
FIELDS], the chairman of the sub-
committee.

The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman
from Texas is recognized for 6 min-
utes.

(Mr. FIELDS of Texas asked and was
given permission to revise and extend
his remarks.)

Mr. FIELDS of Texas. Mr. Chairman,
I was given the charge by our Speaker
and the chairman of the full committee
to move our country relative to tele-
communication policy into the 21st
century. not to crawl back into the
1950's. These rules were written when I
was 2 years old. when President Eisen-
hower was President, and many Ameri-
cans did not even own a television set.
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ABC, NBC. CBS were the only view-

ing options. There was no CNN. no
HBO. no ESPN. Individual American
citizens were not even allowed to own
satellite dishes without government
authorization.

That was real media concentration.
Today's media world Is fiercely com-
petitive. Viewers have never had more
choices with 100 cable networks, direct
broadcast satellites, a fourth network
and the beginnings of a fifth and a
sixth network. H.R. 155 unleashes the
local telephone companies with com-
bined revenues exceeding $100 billion
annually to compete in the television
video business.

The rules that were appropriate when
black and white television sets were
the state-of-the-art technology are not
appropriate today. The Committee on
Commerce dusted off the 40-year-old
broadcast ownership rules. We reviewed
them. We revised them to fit today's
highly competitive telecommuni-
cations world. With the few minutes
that I have, I want to debunk some of
the myths that have been brought to
this floor today.

Myth No. 1. that H.R. 1555 will allow
only one entity to own every media
outlet in a community. The fact is
antitrust laws prohibit concentration
of ownership in any business sectoi, in-
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our bill goes further. H.R. 1555 flatly
prohibits acquisitions which result in
fewer than three Independent media
voices in a market.

You should not be fooled by this par-
ticular amendment. This amendment
does not address radio cross-ownership.
newspaper ownership, or ownership of
multiple local television stations in
one market. This amendment does pro-
hibit, under any circumstances, the
ownership of a cable system and a TV
station in the same market. That is it.
plain and simple. H.R. 1555 prevents
concentration or loss of diversity while
this amendment addresses only one
particular ownership combination.

Myth No. 2: H.R. 1555 would allow one
entity to buy 50 percent of the tele-
vision stations in the United States.

There are approximately 1.500 tele-
vision stations in our country. Unuei
our bill. a broadcaster would reach the
station ownership cap upon buying
only one station in each of the top 30
television markets. That is 30 tele-
vision stations out of 1.500 nation-
wide.And there is a difference between
audience reach and actual market
share. You can, under our amendment.
touch 50 percent of the population, but
you do not necessarily have 50 percent
of that audience share.

Myth No. 3: H.R. 1555 will harm local-
ism.

Let me use my own personal exam-
ple. In Houston. TX. the NBC affiliate
Is owned by Post-Newsweek. who by
the way is supporting the Markey
amendment, a small mom and pop op-
eration. The ABC affiliate is owned by
Cap Cities; the CBS. by the Belo Corp.
out of Dallas. We have a Fox station
and we have a Viacom station.

Our localism has gone up because you
have those broadcasters competing for
viewers to protect their investment.
The only way they can protect their in-
vestment and attract advertisers Is to
have audience share. They get that by
having good localism. So to think lo-
calism is not enhanced when you have
openness and have free markets is ab-
solutely wrong.

Broadcasters have the ability to pro-
vide local news and other local pro-
gramming as a major advantage over
national delivered cable and satellite
services.

This particular amendment is a
sweetheart deal. When you really bear
down and you look at what is happen-
ing. you have got people who want to
limit the participants in the acquisi-
tion market. When you look at who is
sending around these letters. McGraw-
Hill. a small mom and pop operation.
AFLAC Broadcast Group, that major
insurance conglomerate out of Georgia,
Post-Newsweek. Pulitzer Broadcasting.

What Is this amendment really all
about? It is about limiting the partici-
pants in the acquisition market. It is
not about localism. By the way, there
is a benefit to the Washington Post.
the New York Times, the Boston Globe.
the Atlanta Constitution. because
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under the Markxy amendment those
newspapers can continue to add to
their media ownership, their broadcast
station ownership. That is not ad-
dressed in this particular amendment.

Do not be fooled into thinking that
this amendment helps struggling mom
and pop operations. It does not. The
Speaker has given us the charge to
push the deregulatory envelope, to
move this country into the 21st cen-
tury. not crawl back into the lki0's. We
need to recognize that technology has
changed. There are new combinations.
There is a need for economy of scale.
This amendment needs to be defeated.

Mr. HALL of Texas. Mr. Chairma, I rise in
strong support of the broadcast amendment
offered by my colleague, Mr. MARKEY Of Mas-
sachusett. A lot of hard work and many long
hours have been spend providing a delcate
balance to all the competing interests in the
communicatlon's field. This has not been an
easy task. With legislation as encompassing
as this, t would be next to Impossible to totally
please everyone Involved. I commend Chair-
nn BuLEY, Chairman FIELDS, ranking mim-
bers DWgELL and MARKEY on fashioning a bill
ttd guarantees that the American tele-
communications industry remains the most
open, competitive. and innovative in the world.

Increasing the national ownership cap to 35
percent. which I support is a 10-percent in-
crease in what is currently allowed under the
taw. The bin that we er considering would
begin with the 35 percent cap, but then would
expand this cap to 50 percent In the second
year. I fear that this increase would be det-
rmental to our local stations and the idea of

local control.
It local stations do not have the freedom to

select programs other than those provided by
their network owners, this could result In too
much concentration on network control Of the
distribution system, which I fear would result in
network bullying of small affiliates. Addition-
aty, it would be difficilt for new networks--or
new national competitors-to develop. We
must preserve the right of our local television
stations to choose their prograrrrning. and I
urge my colleagues to support this amend-
ment.

Mr. DINGELL Mr. Chairman, I rise in sup-
port of the Markey amendment. As I noted
earier in this debate, this amendment Is nec-
essary to correct a deficiency in this bill.

The Markey amendment amends the
Stearns' amendment that was adopted by the
committee. While Mr. STEARNS was unwilling
to compromise on the language of his amend-
ment that repealed the national ownership and
cross ownership limitations, we did reach an
agreement on the issue local concentration.
That agreement, which is now incorporated in
the bill before us, guarantees that there will
never be fewer than two independent media
voices in even the smallest markets in the
country. It further permits the FCC to deny li-
cense assignments. transfers or renewals it
the Commission determines that the granting
of the assignment, transfer or renewal would
in combination with a non-broadcast media,
result in an undue concentration of media
voices in the local market. This is good law.
and I would like to commend the gentleman
from Florida for his willingness to work with
me on this.
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But while there are safeguards at the local
level. H.F. 1555 goes overboard with respect
to national limits and cross-rnedia restrictions.
The Markey amendment will permit the type of
expansion that I think we all agree the net-
works need. But is does so in a manner that
will preserve the loqal decision-making about
programming decisions that has served our
Nation well.

The Markey amendment also retains the
broadcast/cable cross ownership prohibition.
This provision Is necessary because it ensures
that if the "Must Carry" provisions of the 1992
Cable Act are struck down by the courts,
cable operators arent in a position to pur-
chase local broadcast stations and then deny
carriage to the other broadcasters in a corn-
mity. It is a provision that is important to our
local broadcasters, and Important to preserve
the public's access to diverse sources of infor-
mation.

Mr. Speaker, I know there are many Mem
bers who want to speak in a limited period of
time. I urge the adoption of the amendment
and yield back the balance ol my time.

Mr. MFUME. Mr. Chairman. I rise In support
of the Markey amendment. I thank the distin-
guished gentleman from Massachusetts for of-
faring this amendment which would correct the
provision within H.R. 1555 that increases TV
broadcast ownership.

As you know, this amendment would limit to
35 percent the percentage of households na-
tionwide that may be reached by TV stations
owned by a single network. It also restores the
cross-ownership limit which prohibits owners
of local TV stations from owning a cable sys-
tem in the same local markat.

However. I still have concerns about the
problems facing radio ownership limits. H.R.
1555 would eliminate current FCC rules that
limit national ownership of radio stations to 40
station (20 AM and 20 FM) and which imits
local ownership of radio stations to four (2 AM
and 2 FM).

Al broadcast ownership limitations were in-
stituted to ensure that the public does not re-
ceive its news and editorial programming from
a select group that controls the Nation's air-
waves.

Rather. the present allocation scheme has
allowed a diverse set of broadcast owners in
each maritet and has fostered an assortment
of news. public affairs and editorial program-
ming.

I fear that the elimination and relaxing of
local ownership limits has the potential of de-
terring future minority participation.

Currently, African-Amricans own only 1t78
of the approximately 10,000 commercial radio
stations operating in the country.

The overall effect of this bill is to squeeze
minorities, who usually own only one or two
small stations, out of the industry.

Repeal of ownership limitations will certainly
make it more difficuit for small and medium
sized firts to grow.

Consolidation will make it very difficult for
prospective owners, particularly African-Ameri-
cans. Hispanics, and Asians, to enter the in-
dustry.

This bill unfairly benetits the large broadcast
owners at the expense of the smaller compa-
nies.

H.R. 1555 will allow media to consolidate in
the hands of a few large companies creating
an unhealthy concentration of power.

While many argue that deregulation is the
best means to bring forth competition, in this
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case. deregulation would actually decrease
competition.

While I would Ike to have seen current
radio broadcast ownership limitations rein-
stated, I do. however, lend full support to the
Markey amendment which would restore some
of the limitations etlrrnated by this bill.

The CHAIRMAN. The question Is on
the amendment offered by the gen-
tleman from Masachusette [Mr. MAR-
KEY].

The question was taken: and the
Chairman announced that the noes ap-
peared to have it.

a DED VOTE
Mr. MARKEY. Mr. Chairman, I de-

mand a recorded vote.
A recorded vote was ordered.
The vote was taken by electronic de-

vice, and there were--ayes 228, noes 195,
not voting 11. as follows:
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The Clerk announced the following
pair:

On this vote:
Mr. Andrews for. with Mr. Scarborough

againstS
Ms. DANNER changed her vote from

"aye" to "no."
Messrs. DAVIS, FOGLIETrA, and

PARKER changed their vote from "no"
to "aye."

So the amendment was agreed to.
The result of the vote was announced

as above recorded.

NGRESSIONAL RECORD-HOUSE
PERSONAL EXPLANATION

Mr. VOLKMER. Mr. Chairman, ear-
lier today during consideration of H.R.
1555, Communications Act of 1995. I
missed rollcall vdte No. 632. Had I been
present, I would have voted "aye."

AMENDMENT NO. 2-4 OFFERED BY MR. MARKEY

Mr. MARKEY. Mr. Chairman, I offer
an amendment.

The CHAIRMAN. The Clerk will des-
ignate the amendment.

The text of the amendment is as fol-
lows:

Amendment offered by Mr. MARKEY: Page
157. after line 21, insert the following new
section (and redesignate the succeeding sec-
Lions and conform the tAhe of contents ac-
cordingly):
SEC. 3O4. PARENTAL CHOICE IN TELEVISION

PROGRAMMING.
(a) FINDINGS.-The Congress makes the fol-

lowing findings:
fli Television influences chlidren's percep-

Lion of the valued and behavior that arm com-
mon and acceptable in society.
(2) Television station operators. cable tele-

vision system operators, and video program.
mere should follow practices in connection
with video programming that take into con-
sideration that television broadcast and
cable programming has established a unique-
ly pervasive presence in the lives of Amer.
ican children.
(3l The average American child in exposed

to 2& hours of television each week and some
children are exposed to as much as 11 hours
of television a day.
(4) Studies have shown that children ex-

posed to violent video programming at a
young age have a higher tendency for violent
and aggressive behavior later in life than
children not So exposed, and that children
exposed to violent video programming ate
prone to assume that acts of violence are ac-
ceptable behavior.
(5) Children in the United States are, on

average. exposed to an estimated 000 mour-
dee. and 100.000 acts of violence on television
by the time the child completes elementary
school.
.(6) Studies Indicate that children are af-

fected by the pervasiveness and casual treat-
ment of sexual material on television erod-
ing the ability of parents to develop respon-
sible attitudes and behavior In their chil-
dien.
(7) Parents express grave concern over 0v1-

lent and sexual video programming and
strongly support technology that would give
them greater control to block -video pro-
gramming in the home that they consider
harmful to their children.
(8) There is a compelling governmental In-

terest in empowering parents to limit the
negative Influences of video programming
that is harenful to children.
(9) Providing parents with timely informa-

tion about the nature of upcoming video pro-
grimming and with the technological tools
that allow them easily to block violent, se-
cal, or other programming that they believe
harmful to their children is the least restric-
tive and most narrowly tailored means of
achieving that compelling governmental In-
terest.

(ib) ESTABLISHMENT OF TELEVISION RATINO
COst-Section 303 of the Act (47 U.S.C. 3W)
is amended by adding at the end the follow-
ing:
"iv) Prescribe-
'il) on the basls of recommendations from

an advisory committee established by the
Commission that is composed of parents. tel-
evision broadcasters, television program-
ming producers, cable operators. appropriate
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public interest g-roups, and other interested
individuals from the private nector and that
is fairly balanced in terms of political affili-
ation, the points of view represented, and the
functions.to be performed by the committee.
guidelines and recommended procedures for
the Identification and rating of video pro-
gramming that contains sexual. violent, or
other indecent material about which parents
should be iformed before it is displayed to
children, provided that nothing in this para-
graph shall be construed to authorize any
rating of video programming on the basis of
its political or religious content: and

"(2) with respect to any video program-
ming that has been rated (whether or not In
accordance with the guidelines and rec-
ommendations prescribed under paragraph
i1)). rules requiring distributom of such
video programming to transmit such rating
to permit parents to block the display of
video programming that they have deter-
mined is inappropriate for their children.*'.

1c) REQUIREMENT MR MANUFAC'rR OF
TELEvisIoNS THAT BLOcK PDOGRAMS.-Sec-
Lion 303 of the Act, as amended by subsection
(a). is further amended hy adding at the end
the following:

(iw) Require, in the case of apparatus de-
signed to receive television signals that are
manufactured in the United States or im-
ported for use in the United States and that
have a picture screen 13 inches or greater in
size (measured diagonally). that such appara-
tus be equipped with circuitry designed to
enable viewers to block display of all pro-
grams with a common rating. except as oth-
erwise permitted by regulations pursuant to
section 35(c)i4).".

(d) SHIPPINO OR IMPORTING OF TELEVISIONS
THAT BLOCK PROGRAMS.- .

(1) REGULATIONS.-Section 30 of the Com-
municatons Act of I34 (47 U.S.C. 330) Is
amended-

(A) by redesignating subsection (ci as Sub-
section (d): and
iB) by adding after subsectlon (b) the fol

lowing new subsection (c):
"icXl) Except as provided in paragraph (2),

no person shall ship In interatate commerce.
manufacture, assemble, or Import from any
foreign country into the United States any
apparatus described In Section 303(w) of this
Act except in accordance with rules pre-
scribed by the Commission pursuant to the
authority granted by that section.

"() This subsection shall not apply to car-
riers transporting apparatus referred to in
paragraph (1) without trading It.

"(3) The rules prescribed by the Commis-
sion under this subsection shall provide for
the oversight by the Commisslon of the
adoption of standards by Industry for block-
Ing technology. Such rules shall require that
all such apparatus be able to receive the rat-
Ing signals which have been transmitted by
way of line 21 of the vertical blanking
Interval and which conform to the signal and
blocking specifications established by indus-
try under the supervision of the Commission.

"(4) As new video technology is developed.
the Commission shall take such action as
the Commission determines appropriate to
ensure that blocking service continues to be
available to consumers. If the Commission
determines that an altersative blocking
technology exists that--

'(A) enables parents to block programming
based on identifying programs without rat-
ings.

-(h) Is available to consumers at a cost
which is comparable to the cost of tech-
nology that allows parents to block pro-
gramming based on common ratings, and.

-(C) will allow parents to block a broad
range of programs on a multichannel system
as effectively and as easily as technology
that allows parents to block programming
based on common ratings.
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the Commission shall amend the rules pre-
scribed pursuant to section 30isw) to require
that the apparatus described in such section
be equipped with either the blocking tech-
nology described In such section or the alter-
native blocking technology described in this
paragraph. ".
(2) CONFORMING AMsEN)McsrT.-Section

30d) of such Act, as redesignated by sub-
ection (a)(l). is amended by striking "sec-
tion 30(s). and section 33u)" and inserting
in lieu thereof "and sections 33s), 3u).
and 303(w)".
(e) APPLICABILrrY AND EFFECTIVE DATE.-
(1) APPLICABiLrr OF RATING PROVISION.-

The amendment made by subsection (b) of
this section shall take effect I year after the
date of enactment of this Act. but oniy if the
Commission determines. In consultation
with appropriate public interest groups and
interested individuals from the private sec-
tor. that distributors of video progremning
have not, by such date-
(A) established voluntary ruies for rating

video progranming that contains sexual,
violent, or other indecent material about
which parents should be informed before it is
displayed to children. and such rules see ac-
ceptable to the Commission; and
(B) agreed voluntarily to broadcast signals

that contain ratings of such programming.
(2) EFFEcIVU DATP OF MANUFACITRING RO-

VInioN.-In prescribing regulations to imple-
ment the amendment made by subsection
(), the Federal Communications Commis-
sion shall, after consultation with the tele-
vision manufacturing industry, specify the
effective date for the applicability of the re-
quirement to the app-atus covered by such
amendment, which date shall not he lees
than one year after the date of the eact,-
ment of this Act.

The CHAIRMAN. Pursuant to the
rule, the gentleman from Massachu-
setts [Mr. MARKEY] will be recognized
for 15 minutes, and a Member in oppo-
sition will be recognized for 15 minutes.

Does the gentleman from Virginia
[Mr. BLn.EY] rise In opposition?

Mr. BLILEY. I do. Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman

from Virginia [Mr: BLILEY] will be rec-
ognized for 15 minutes in opposition.

The Chair recognizes the gentleman
from Massachusetts [Mr. MARKEY].

Mr. MARKEY. Mr. Chairman, I yield
myself 2 minutes.
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Mr. Chairman, this is not a debate
over how many more hundreds of thou-
sands of miles of fiberoptic may be laid
or how many gigabits of additional
computer power may be established.
All that is find and well. but you can-
not measure a nation, you cannot
measure a people, by how many
gigabits or feet of fiberoptic they have
as a country.

You measure a country by its values.
You measure a country by who those
people are. and that is what this debate
Is going to be all about, and why the
gentleman from Virginia (Mr. MORAN].
the gentleman from Indiana [Mr. BUR-
TON], the gentleman from South Caro-
lina (Mr. SPRA'r]. and I and many oth-
ers have been working so hard on this
issue over the last month.

Mr. Chairman. this amendment will
give every parent in the United States
a violence chip in their television set.
so that they will be able to block out
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excessively violent and sexually ex-
plicit programming that they believe is
inappropriate for their 2-year-old, 3-
year-old, 4-year-old. 6-year-old. 8-year-
old and adolescent children.

All of the ratings will be done volun-
tarily by the broadcasters. There is no
mandate. There is no enforcement
mechanism. There is absolutely no con-
nective tissue between this bill and any
first amendment violation. The only
objective we have is to give power to
parents in their own living rooms, not
"big brother" in New York City, pro-
granming hundreds of television pro-
grams a week, but "big mother" and
"big father" in every living room, pro-
tecting their own children every day of
the week.

Mr. Chairman. I reserve the balance
of my time.

Mr. BLILEY. Mr. Chairman, I yield 5
minutes to the gentleman from New
York (Mr. PAXON], a member of the
committee.

Mr. PAXON. Mr. Chairman, I rise In
strong opposition to the Markey man-
date amendment and in support of the
Coburn-Tauzin substitute. If adopted,
the Markey amendment would quickly
become known as the Full Employment
Act for Government Bureaucrats. If the
Markey mandate prevails-a huge new
Government Office of Television Rat-
Ings may soon be established-because
a mandated V-chip just doesn't work
without a rating system.

It would require thousands of bureau-
crate, costing hundreds of millions of
dollars, to view and rate the 10,000 indi-
vidual shows on 2.000 stations, encom-
passing 150,000 hours of local and na-
tional broadcast programming. Of
course, the ratings would be subjective.
What Is rated as offensive would be de-
cided by Government censors based on
their personal interpretation.

The end result, giving the Federal
Government unprecedented power to
establish standards of morality and de-
cency In the media, unbridled power to
the very government many Americans
believe has already contributed greatly
to the breakdown of values in our land,

My colleagues. I'm certain we are all
in agreement, the televised violence
and sexual content that daily bom-
bards our homes Is harmful to children
and society. However. tonight's discus-
sion is not about agreeing on the prob-
lem but agreeing on the methods for
solving it.

The sound-bite solution suggested by
the President-the mandated V-chip--
sounds innocuous enough. But. on in-
spection, it is simply another big-gov-
ernment band-aid that does nothing to
address the underlying problem.

First. as we discussed, the Markey
chip mandate cannot work without a
bureaucratically driven. Government-
mandated rating system.

Second, the V-chlp will only be in-
stalled on new TV's, meaning wide-
spread usage won't be in place until
well into the 21st century. So much for
fast action to combat televised vio-
lence and sexual explicitness.
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Third. approval of a V-chip means

Congress has chosen one narrow piece
of technology over all other parental
blocking options. That means the
scores of other technologically driven.
parental controlled blocking devices
now under development may fall by the
wayside, further limiting choice and
immediate use by families.

There is good news, however, for par-
ents who want help today to control
television, and who don't want a more
intrusive, big-government involvement
in their families. Here's a list of 160 of
the 220 currently available TV models,
each with parental control features.

In addition there are scores of block-
ing units under development, many
ready to go into production within
months, that will economically allow
parents to blank out channels, time
slots, or individual programs.

It is anticipated that very shortly,
these units will move to the next gen-
eration using card or diskette readers
so families can subscribe to ratings
services and easily censor their kids
programming.

Then every non-government group
that desires can issue their own rat-
ings. maybe the Christian Coalition. or
United We Stand, or the ACLU-whom-
ever.

All this well before the Markey man-
dated V-chip makes its way Into a sin-
gle living room. And, in the case you
want an even faster, easier and cheaper
way to control kids access to TV, here
it Is, a $19.95 lockout device. All of
these products are relatively new to
the marketplace developed in response
to growing demands from parents.

Unfortunately, many of these private
sector solutions are jeopardized by the
one-sine-fit-all. Markey mandate.
There is another choice. The Coburn-
Tauzin substitute would not pick a
technology winner but would be the
quickest way to get better, more par-
ent friendly blocking devices to mar-
ket.

Our approach would call on the in-
dustry to: Flit, establish a fund to
allow entrepreneurs to develop units to
let parents block inappropriate pro-
gramming, and second, report to the
public on the status of these tech-
nologies and new improvements.

On the first front, that fund has re-
cently been established and already to-
tals over $2 million. These funds will be
used for production, advertising and
market research to get blocking prod-
ucts into parents hands.

Third. our substitute requires the
GAO to report to Congress on new tech-
nologies for blocking, whether they are
parent friendly, and the relative avail-
ability to the public, and fourth, fi-
nally, our substitute strikes the man-
date and bureaucracy features of Mar-
key.

My colleagues, tonight the choice Is
clear. It's Coburn-Tauzin to keep deci-
sions in the hands of parents not gov-
erlnment. Or. It's the Markey Mandate
Bill which gives a huge new govern-
ment bureaucracy more power than
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ever to inflict their Beltway values or.
the rest of America.

Vote 'yes" on Coburn-Tauzin and
"no" on the Markey Mandate.

PARLIAMENTARY INQUIRY
Mr. MARKEY. Mr. Chairman, I have

a parliamentary inquiry.
The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman will

state it.
Mr. MARKEY. Mr. Chairman. I would

like to know if, under the rules, it is
permissible for me to yield 7 minutes
to the gentleman from Indiana [Mr.
BURTON] and then allow him to dis-
burse that time as he sees fit.

The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman may
yield the time by unanimous consent
arid the gentleman from Indiana may
yield from that time.

Mr. MARKEY. Then, Mr. Chairman. I
ask unanimous consent that the gen-
tleman from Indiana be yielded 7,-
minutes. and that he be given control
of that time.

The CHAIRMAN. Is there objection
to the request of the gentleman from
Massachusetts?

There was no objection.
The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman

from Indiana [Mr. BURTON) is recog-
nized for 1% minutes.

Mr. BURTON of Indiana. I yield my-
self 2VWminutes.

Mr. Chairman, let me just say that
this amendment Is not just the Markey
amendment. It Is the Markey-Burton-
Wolf-Hunter amendment and a lot of
other Republican's amendments. It
crosses party lines.

Mr. Chairman, the reason I asked
that this be left up here is because
what my predecessor at this micro-
phone just said is true, these models
will allow parents to block out a chan-
nel, but we are In a technology explo-
sion. Almost everybody that has cable
or a satellite can receive at least 50
channels and there are going to be 300,
400, 500 channels before long. Can my
colleagues imagine a parent blocking
out one channel and going to work and
thinking their child is going to be safe
from pornography and violence on TV?
Of course not.

So we need a system where a parent
can block out a whole category of vio-
lence and sexually explicit programs if
they want to, so that a two-parent
working family can go to work and
know their children, even when they
chant,el surf, while their parents are
gone. are not going to see two women,
two men. a whole bunch of people hav-
ing sexual experiences, or see horrible
violence In the home.

All we are saying. Mr. Chairman. is
give the parents, not government, but
the parent the control over what their
children see. Ninety percent of the peo-
ple In the country want-hat. This does
not cut it. This does not cut it because
it will only handle one program, one
time slot at one time; and it will not
protect any child from that kind of vio-
lent or sexually explicit material.

Mr. Chairman. in addition to that.
there is no bureaucracy that is going
to be created, no huge bureaucracy.
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This is a voluntary rating s'tern ',hat
is submitted, if the networics I.j ni"
come up with one on their own. a vol-
untary rating system that is rec-
ommended. We hope that the parents of
this Nation wil! put pressure on the
networks to have them adopt a system,
but regardless of what the system hap-
pens to be, the total control is in the
hands of the parents.

I say to all my colleagues, 'The total
control is in the hands of parents in
their own home." If they do not want
certain programs to come in. they
block out that category; if they want
them to come In, they leave them
there. They have got a little pick sys-
tem in there like a bank money ma-
chine.

Mr. Chairman. this is something that
vital for the moral well-being of the
Nation.
Mr. BLILEY. Mr. Chairman. I yield 2

minutes to the gentleman from Wis-
consin [Mr. KLUO.

Mr. KLUG. Mr. Chairman. I had an
interesting experience about a week
and a half ago. I was on the phone in
the kitchen and suddenly heard frantic
activity in the den just outside and
heard a lot of hollering and shouting
and things falling off the table and
could not figure out what was going on.
I went into the room and discovered.
there was my 3 year old. Colin. obvi-
ously concerned and upset because as
he was watching TV. one cartoon he
was watching ended and on came Ren
and Stimpy.

My son knows, under orders from
mom and dad, that it is off limits for
him; and Beavis and Butthead is off
limits for his brothers, and NYPD is
not. appropriate.

Mr. Chairman, I walked into the den
and used a marvelous technology so he
couldn't watch that show, and It is
called the off button. Every television
set in America comes with one, and if
you do not want your children to watch
something, you get off the couch and
you turn it off.

Mr. Chairman, for my Republican
colleagues, I thought part of last No-
vember's election was about personal
responsibility, and I as a parent have
the responsibility to tell my children
what programming Is responsible and
what programming is not responsible.

If we want to buy this, we can buy it;
and if we want to buy the V-chip and it
is available on a voluntary basis, abso-
lutely. But it seems to me, again, we
are sending the wrong signal. because
the signal is. parents are not capable of
making these decisions; technology is
going to solve it for them. They cannot
control what their children watch: the
government has got to do it for them.

If we do not like what is cn TV, and
we want to make sure that our chil-
dren are protected, we do not need new
technology. We need technology as old
as the television set itself. We need
only get up off the couch. walk 15 feet
across the room, and just turn it off.

Mr. MARKEY. Mr. Chairman. I yield
2 minutes to the gentleman from South
Carolina [Mr. SPRATTI.
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(Mr. SPRATT asked and was given

permu sion to revise and extend his re-
marks.)

Mr. SPRA'ri. Mr. Chairman, I thank
the gentleman for yielding.

Mr. Chairman. I rise in support of the
Markey-Moran-Burton-Spratt V-chip
amendment. Many of the issues that
we deal with in Congress are propa-
gated right here inside the beltway and
then they are exported back home
where one group or another stirs up
support for them.

Concern about this issue, trouble
about this issue, constant indiscrimi-
nate violence on our television air-
waves, has grown from the grassroots
up. If my colleagues do not believe it.
they should go home and listen to their
constituents and read just about any
poll that has been taken on this sub-
ject.

Mr. Chairman. vast majorities of the
American people and the overwhelming
number of our citizens say. it is time
we do something to curb the violence
on television. According to the Amer-
ican Psychological Association. chil-
dren see over 8,000 killings on tele-
vision by the time they reach the sev-
enth grade. The American people quite
simply want us to stop this outrage.

They do not want us to stop it com-
pletely. If they want to watch it, if
they want their children to watch it,
then this bill says they can continue to
'watch it. But these parents, and par-
ticularly parents who work and chil-
dren who are coming home in the after-
noon or are there by themselves, they
want devices for parents to control the
entertainment in their own households,
to control the violence and vulgarity
that comes in over their televisions
sets.

Mr. Chairman, this bill is about pa-
rental empowerment, about controlling
the conduct of their own children in
their homes. These ratings and this V-
chip is not going to purge violence or
sex from television. They are not even
intended to do that. But they will.give
parents more power over the television
set and the type of viewing that comes
into their own homes.

Many parents, frankly, may choose
not to exercise it. This does not make
them use the V-chip. Nonetheless,
those who do will send a message to
the broadcasters and the producers. It
will have an inhibiting effect. I think,
on the kind of scripting that they do
today: and they will think twice about
putting some extra indiscriminate.
wanton violence and vulgarity in.

I think it will have a salutary effect.
Mr. Chairman. I urge my colleagues to
vote against the Coburn substitute.

Mr. BLILEY. Mr. Chairman. I yield 4
minutes to the gentleman from Louisi-
ana [Mr. TAUZI).

Mr. TAUZIN. Mr. Chairman, I thank
the gentleman for yielding, and I yield
I minute to the gentleman from Cali-
fornia [Mr. TUCKER).

Mr. TUCKER. Mr. Chairman. I 'hank
the gentleman for yielding.
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Mr. Chairman, I rise In support of the

Coburn amendment, and I rise in re-
sPect also of the Markey amendment.
understanding that the Intentions of
that amendment are well intended.

I think what we have here. Mr. Chair-
man. is an issue where we are trying to
clean up America and clean up the val-
ues in America. That is not the ques-
tion. The question is, how do we do it.
and I think what we have is a device
called the V-chip. It Is a one-size-fits-
all-type device.

It is not going to work for everybody.
An adult, for example, who does not
have any children, would be mandated
to go out and ge. If they wanted to get
a 13- or 19-inch television set, a set
with a V-chip. It could cost them up to
$79 extra to get that. But for those of
us who have children and who want to
see the programming cleaned up, there
are alternatives.

Mr. Chairman, just yesterday, the
four major networks came out and said
that they have an alternative plan.
What the Coburu-Tauzin amendment is
saying is, we want to come up with the
best technology to do that.
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We will come up with that tech-

nology in the next year, and we will
evaluate it and set out the standards
and procedures necessary. The GAO
will come back with a report no later
than 18 months.

Mr. Chairman, with a V-chip my col-
leagues can have one TV in their house
that is V-chip mandated, and the kid
can go upstairs into the next room and
watch the TV without the V-chip. So
the V-chip in and of itself does not
solve the entire problem, but what we
have Is a mandate here by this Coburn
amendment that will empower the
country and empower the parents to
come up with the best technology to
solve the problem.

Mr. TAUZIN. Mr. Chairman, with the
balance of my time let me reiterate a
point. Ninety percent of Americans in
the USA polls say they are concerned
about violence. I think 100 percent of
us in this Chamber certainly ought to
be concerned about the violence on tel-
evIsion, but there are technologies for
parents to use right now. Here is one.
the Telecommander. and there are oth-
ers where parents can buy equipment
to put on all the televisions. the old
ones and the new ones. not just the new
ones that are going to be sold, and. if
my colleagues do not plan to handcuff
their kids to the new television when
they leave the house, the V-chip is not
going to do them any good-

There are other technologies on the
market. The networks are prepared to
help these inventors, these patenters.
to bring to us products like this where
we can program our set. where the
Government is not setting a program
for us. but where parents are doing It.
and. when we come right down to it.
the choice between the Markey amend-
ment and the Coburn-Tauzin amend-
ment and the Molinari amendment is
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whether or not my colleagues believe
parents ought to be making the choice
about what their children see or wheth-
er my colleagues believe the Govern-
ment ought to be doing that with a V-
chip installed in every new set that
will not work anyhow unless somebody
is willing to chain their children to the
old set.

Mr. Chairman, kids are pretty smart.
As my colleagues know, most know
how to program these things better
than we do, but, more importantly,
they are smart enough to know, if only
the new set has that control on it, they
can just go into the second room and
watch the old set.

The truth is the technology is there
for parents to control all the sets in
their house. Parents have that respon-
sibility today. The technology is being
developed over 17 years for. this patent
alone. The technology is on the mar-
ket, will be more available on the mar-
ket in the years to come, and, If my
colleagues believe that parents ought
to make those choices, that Govern-
ment ought not be involved In censor-
ship and deciding what kind of pro-
grammIng is going to be available for
children, then, my colleagues, vote
with the Coburn-Tauzin-Molinari
amendment. If my colleagues believe
Government has that role, if my col-
leagues trust Government to decide
what is offensive to our families, then
vote with the Markey amendment. It is
that simple. If my colleagues want
something that really works, go with
the new technologies, go with the pro-
grams that allow parents to control all
the sets in their house, not just the one
set that the Markey amendment will
impose the Government standard on.

Mr. Chairman, it is that simple. a
choice. Vote for parents' control rather
than Government control. Vote for the
Coburn-Tauzin-Molinari amendment.

Mr. BURTON of Indiana. Mr. Chair-
man. before I yield to the gentleman
from Virginia. I yield myself 10 sec-
onds. In the 10 seconds I want to say
that it does not cost S78. It costs be-
tween 7 and 20 cents to add to already
technology that is in the sets now for
closed caption for the hearinz im-
paired. This is a bogus argument. It is
not $78- It is 28 cents to bring this tech-
nology forth.

Mr. Chairman. I yield 2 minutes to
the gentleman from Virginia [Mr
GOODLAI-rJ.

(Mr. GOODLAT'E asked and was
given permission to revise and extend
his remarks.)

Mr. OODLATTE. Mr. Chairman. 20
cents to empower the parents of this
country to do what every one of them
does with their children today when
they ask if they can go to a movie the-
ater. give them a limited number of
choices to help them make decisions
that they cannot be in that movie the-
ater when their child asks them to go
with another friend to see a movie: G.
PG. PG-13. R, and C-17. X, and not
rated. The V-chip will give them a
similar orportunity to do something
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with television that they cannot pos-
sibly do just by reading the newspaper
ads.

Mr. Chairman, we have 50 channels
on the cable system in Roanoke today.
It Is going to grow to 100 to 210 in cities
across this country. Today the only
way parents can exercise that same
rating opportunity is to have a techno-
logical way to do It built Into the tele-
vision set. The V-chip will give them
the opportunity to do that. It Is not
Government censorship. There is noth-
ing in this bill that empowers the Fed-
eral Government in any way to impose
these ratings on any of the networks.

But do my colleagues know what is
going to happen? Public pressure is
going to bring that about because, as
soon as one or two of the cable chan-
nels. Nickelodeon. or the Disney Chan-
nel, or the Family Channel, decides
that they are going to put this signal
out on their cable channel, and a par-
ent who wants to leave their children
alone during the day while they are
working will be able to say, "Only
allow those channels to come through
on my kid's set that have a rating.
Screen out alL the ones that are not
rated." Once we do that, that forces
the other networks that are resisting
their responsibility. It is their 1'espon-
eibility, not the Government's, and all
we are doing is aiding them in the
process.

Support the Burton-Mkrkey V-chip
amendment. Empower the parents of
this country to do what is right, and
let us bring about.real reform in the
television communications industry of
this country.

Mr. MARKEY. Mr. Chairman, I yield
I minute to the gentlewoman from New
York [Mrs. Lowzy].

Mrs. LOWEY. Mr. Chairman, we are
facing a crisis in our society. The vio-
lence that we see on television each
day is part of an overall trend of desen-
sitization toward the violence that ex-
ists on our streets. This violence has
transformed American society into a
place where violence rules our commu-
nities, and law-abiding citizens are
afraid to be outside their homes.

Clearly, violence on television Is not
solely responsible for this breakdown
in American society; but it does con-
tribute to it. Our children are as-
saulted by a barrage of violent, sexu-
ally explicit, and otherwise obscene
images each night on televisir,. This
constant stream of morally reprehen-
sible acts being committed by their fa-
vorite characters on their favorite
shows has a very real and a very fright-
ening effect on them. Our children are
becoming numb to real acts of violence
through such constant exposure to
-fantasy" violence on television. It Is
time that we take real steps to stop
this trend. It is time for the V-chip.

I can tell you. Mr. Chairman. that as
a mother of three and a former PTA
president. I wish I had a V-chip in my
TV when my kids were growing up. The
V-chlp will help to stem this dangerous
tide by allowing parents to stop their
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chlld-en frnm viewing vilent. pro-
grams on TV. But make no mistake.
the V-chip is not about censorship, ano
it is not about legislating morality. It
is about parental responsibility. And it
is about giving parents the choice to
protect their children from the harmful
effects of violent television program-
Ming.

There are very few people left who
dispute the notion that violence on tel-
evision is hurting our children. For 25
years, we have been hearing about the
negative consequences of broadcast vi-
olence, and today we have the chance
to take a real and important step to-
ward solving this problem. The V-chip
puts responsibility in the hands of par-
ents to determine what their children
should and shouldn't see on TV. It lets
parents decide whether they want their
children to be exposed to violence. And
it will finally tell broadcasters, In very
real terms, that violence and pornog-
raphy and obscenity are not what we
want to see on television.

I urge my colleagues to support the
Markey amendment.

Mr. BLILEY. Mr. Chairman, I yield
such time as he" may consume to the
gentleman from California (Mr. DOe-
NAN].

(Mr. DORNAN asked and was given
permission to revise and extend his re-
marks.)

Mr. DORNAN. Mr. Chairman, I rise
with a heavy heart against the violence
chip. I am still thinking it through.

Mr. Chairman, my conservative colleagues
who support the V-chip amendmerrint should be
reminded of a bit of recent history. Many of
you who have served here a spell will remem-
ber our good friend Bill Dannemeyer. I doubt
a more principled Member of Congress has
ever served. I used to cell him the "last honest
nan in Congress."

If Bill were here today he would respectfully
oppose this amendment I know this because
I remember a lime when Bill, cearly with
tongue in cheek, offered an amendment to the
clean air amendments being debated in the
ful Commerce Committee. Dannemeyer was
fired of Mr. WAXMANtS regulatory morass and
the punitive penalties he would put on any
business daring to fal out of compliance with
Mr. WAMmAN's world view. so our friend Bill
Dannemeyer thought he would give his col-
league a taste of his own medicine.

Bil drafted a "clean airwaves amendment"
to the Commerce big to rid television of the
perverted sex and buckets of blood violence
which pollute the rminds of latchkey kids and fi-
nally offend our public sensibilities. The Dan-
nemeyer amendment had high penalties for
noncompliance, created a gvernmenl-spon-
sored monitoring board to determine what is
excessive sex and violerce, and even prom-
sed to cancel the licenses of habitual law-
breakers.

Mr. Chairman, my point in mentioning this
episode is that what our friend Bill Danne-
meyer did as a joke, proponents of the V-chip
are doing as a serious amendment. I can't
support any proposal that gives any portion of
respectaoliiy to the Idea that the Federal Gov-
ernmnt can frame or force a rating system.
Anid as for Hollywood-Oh Lordy-they will
use this to descend further into the pit, shriek-
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ing at families "if you don'! ike our immoral
product ten get a V-chip"

Mr. BLILEY. Mr. Chairman, I yield 2
minutes to the gentleman from New
York [Mr. TowNs].

Mr. TOWNS. Mr. Chairman. I rise in
support of the Coburn substitute. I un-
derstand what the gentleman from
Massachusetts (Mr. MARKEY] is trying
to do, and of course It points out prob-
ably the frustration that has gone on
as a result of the amount of violence
that we have seen on television. But let
me say to him and to those that sup-
port it. Mr. Chairman, it is the wrong
thing to do at this time.

Mr. Chairman, I think that what we
need to do Is empower parents, and the
way. we empower parents would be to
make it possible for them to control
the situation. This is a great moment
and a great opportunity. This is an
issue that I have been involved in for
quite some time, saying that there has
been too much violence on television
and that our children go to bed seeing
killings, and they wake up in the
morning seeing people killed, wake up
seeing people destroyed, and some-
times I think they get confused in
terms of reality because they see a per-
son getting killed on one episode, and
the next week he is starring on another
episode. I think they are confused
about this whole situation.

So. Mr. Chairman. I am convinced
that, yes, we must do something, but I
am not sure that what is being pro-
posed by the gentleman from Massa-
chusetts [Mr. MARKEY], that that is
what we should do. There is affordable
and practical technology available for
parents that does not require the Fed-
eral Government to mandate the use of
a V-chip. I strongly believe that broad-
casters should decrease violence on the
programs, but, as consumers, we can
exercise choice in this matter of what
our children watch.

Mr. Chairman, that is why I strongly
support the Coburn amendment. It pro-
vides consumer choice and program-
ming control. If we do not support this
provision, it would leave us with no
other alternative but to rush down the
path of censorship, and I want to cau-
tion my colleagues as they rush down
the path of censorship. I encourage my
colleagues to support this amendment.
This is a way to protect our children
and to empower our parents, and I
think we should seize this moment by
voting for Coburn and rejecting the
Markey amendment.

Mr. BURTON of Indiana. Mr. Chair-
man, I yield I minute to the gentleman
from North Carolina (Mr. JONES].

Mr. JONES. Mr. Chairman, I rise in
support of the Markey-Burton amend-
ment.

Mr. Chairman, during my campaign
for the U.S. Congress many parents
shared their concerns and disgust with
the high level of sex and violence on
TV. These parents are frustrated be-
cause producers of TV shows do not
seem to care about what our children
watch.
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Lart fall. when the new TV shows

were announced, a town in my district
held a church parent ralley because of
the sex and violence in the fall shows.
Five hundred men and women marched
that day. I ask my colleagues. "Don't
you think it is time that we give par-
ents the authority they need to say
what and when their children watch TV
and what type of programs?"

The Markey-Burton amendment
meets all the constitutional questions,
and. most important. it is pro-family.
Let us give the choice to the parents.

Mr. MARKEY. Mr. Chairman. i yield
1 minute to the gentleman from North
Carolina (Mr. HEFNER].

Mr. HEFNER. Mr. Chairman. I rise in
strong support of the NMarkey amend-
ment. This is the last chance that we
are going to have for a long , long while
to give the parents a little bit of het
to what their people watch on tele-
vision, what their kids watch on tele-
vision, and I am surprised at some of
these former broadcasters that got up
and made the statements they made.

Mr. Chairman. I used to be a broad-
caster. I spent about 12 years on tele-
vision. I know a little bit about broad-
casting. And guess who is going to have
a big part in this so-called study under
this substitute? The big three, the ones
that gave us the situation where they
planted a truck and put dynamite in it.
and blew it up for credibility, went to
North Carolina and did some planning
with false employees. This almost de-
stroyed a food chain down there that
had worked so hard.

Mr. Chairman. these are the kind of
people that are going to be having
Input into this substitute that abso-
lutely does nothing but another study.
and in the meantime this Is something
that gives the parents one tool to help
a little bit in this fight against pornog-
raphy and degradation on television.

Vote against the substitute and for
the Markey bill.

Mr. BLILEY. Mr. Chairman. I yield I
minute to the gentleman from Califor-
nia [Mr. BERMAN].
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Mr. BERMAN. Mr. Chairman. I rise

In opposition to the Markey amend-
ment.

It is not the notion of requiring TVs
to be equipped with a particular device
which concerns me. After all. I strong-
ly supported the Decoder Circuitry Act
of 1990, which requires circuitry for
closed captioning for the hearing im-
paired.

What troubles me is how this device
works. I cannot support mandating
technology which hinges on the Gov-
ernment assessing the content of com-
munications protected by the first
amendment. Yet that is what the V-
chip does.

Consider the task of rating
"Schindler's List." Is there violence in
"Schindler's List?" You bet. But surely
no government bureaucrat is going to
say "Schindler's List" should be
blocked by the V-chip, because that
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great film has socially redeeming value
in Its depiction of the horrors of the
Holocaust. But stop and think about
this: Do we really want. and does the
first amendment countenance, the Gov-
ernment deciding what constitutes so-
cialy redeeming value which takes
programming out of the "V" category?
I certainly do not.

I am concerned about what our chil-
dren watch on television. But I want to
empower parents, not a government
commission, to decide what Is and is
not appropriate for our children to
view.

I am aware that technology is emerg-
Ing, hopefully hastened by the Viewer
Discretion Technology Fund an-
nounced this week.by the broadcasting
industry, which wili give parents the
opportunity to choose from among
many rating alternatives, from the Na-
tional Education Association, to the
Christian Coalition, to the parent'
own Individually developed assessment,
and to block programming accordingly.

I would not hesitate to mandate this
type of technology, although the indi-
cations are good that the industry Is
moving toward it voluntarily.

Parents, and not a government com-
mission, should be responsible for what
their children watch. And I want to
give parents the ability to exercise
that responsibility. The Markey
amendment fails to do so. I urge its de-
feat.

Mr. BURTON. Mr. Chairman. I yield 2
minutes to the gentleman from Michi-
gan (Mr. UPTON].

Mr. UPTON. Mr. Chairman, I speak
today not really as a Member of Con-
gress in the well: I speak as a parent of
a 3-year-old and of a 7-year-old. You
bet I want to control what they watch.
One of my colleagues earlier today said
well. just use the off button.

Mr. Chairman, because of this fam-
ily-friendly schedule. I have be getting
home most nights around midnight for
the last month, and that will be again
the case tonight when I return to
Michigan.

Tomorrow morning is Saturday. and
like most parents of little kids, my 3-
year-old and my 7-year-old are going to
wake each other up about 7. maybe
6:30, and they are going to go down
those stairs and they are going to have
that TV on when I wake up a little bit
later. I have a feeling that I will not be
up and I will not be able to block out
what they may or may not watch.

The argument that the Markey
amendment is going to set up thou-
sands of bureaucrats is wrong. It is
false.

Mr. Chairman. I have a story that
ran in my local paper last week that I
am going to read excerpts of and I will
include the entire article in the
RECORD, but it is headlined this way.
"Violence, Sex Fill The Airways."

I an a 14-year-old junior high Afro-Amer-
iean female from Benton Harbor. I cannot
help noticing the endless amount of times
people blame the media for boisterous behav-
lor is teens and young adults. I feel that ev-
eryone plays a role in influencing children.

As a teenager I can tell you a lot, that the
TV is responsible for much of this. But I
have good parents and I am a good kid. You
see there are no bad kids. just misguided.
Parents needs to basd together, stop talking
about the problem, and do something about
It.

That is what the Markey-Burton
amendment does. Let us stop talking
about this and oppose a simple study.
We know studies-are not going to solve
this. The evidence lain,

Do what the kids tell us as well as
the parents, support the Markey-Bur-
ton subtituta.

The article referred to follows:

[From the Heraid-Paladiuns, July 3D. 19951
VIOLENCE. SFx PILL AIawAvzs

(By Debbie Allens
I am a 14-year-old junior high Afro-Amer-

ican female from Benton Harbor. I cannot
help noticing the endless amount of times
people blame the media for boisterous behav-
ior in tees and young adults. I feel that ev-
eryone plays a role in influencing children.

As a teen-ager, I can tell you a lot of influ.
ences and causes, Including the media. For
example, ganges rap. Now here you have so-
ralied music that calls women "bitches" and
"hoes." and that not being the worse part. It
also tells young boys that it's OK to kill
someone.

A prime example Is Snoop Doggy Dag.
But you have to think where did It get him?
In prison. Need I say more?

But it's only use factor. It's not the only
factor. Any video that'calls a woman a bitch,
especially the black queea, then I don't want
to watch it and.I definitely don't buy it.
They give black people a bed name making
it seem like all black people do Is sit up
smoke blunts (marijuana) and drink beer.
Well. my family doesn't.

Like Da Brat says, "I love to get high, I
mean way." I bet her parents are proud.
Movies also depict sex and violence. They
have young kids on there having sexual
intercourse, making it seem like everybody's
doing it and everybody's not.

All through these movies the women are
having n"n. most of the time with a different
man each time, and you never see them use
contraceptives.

Then you have violence on the other hand.
If you like violence just watch any movie
with Arnold Swarzenegger. Steven Seaga,
Jean Claude Van Darme or Bruce Willis
For profanity, watch movies or turn to HBO
for Deff Comedy Jam or lust pop in a Snoop
Dogg or Dr. Dre tape.

But television is also to blame. You turn
on the soap operas you see teens having sex,
or shall I say rolling around the bed? You see
adults doing the same thing. I like soap op-
eros, but I also have to turn because that
sickens me. Another example: Beavis and
Buthed.

Even talk shows. Just two weeks ago I was
watching Charles Permy and the topic was
strippers who can't get a date. I saw all these
male and female strippers on there dancing
and stripping for the audience and the audi-
ence putting money In their underwear and
their putting their butts In their faces. I
mean. come on. My 4-year-old nephew and 3-
year-old niece were getting a kick out of
this.
But worst of all. Mighty Morphin Power

Rangers. The whole half hour they're fight-
ing. They're kids' idols.

"Cosby,. "Family Matters." "Different
World." "Under One Roor' and "On Our
Own" are all fabulous shows. They teach
morals."Family Matters" is still hanging
strong. thank God. but rm sorry I cannot
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say the same for the Others. Those were all
taken off. Why? Only God knows.

Don't get me wrong. there are also good
white shows, like "Pull House' and "My So-
Called Life." But you me rock videw als0
promote constant violence and sex. not to
mention if you listen to them too long your
got a headache.

But those are just a few causs. Kids need
more role models like Martin Lawrence.
Usher Raymond. Michael Jackson. Brandy
and Willie Norwood and Monies Arnold. Par,
ent$ need to take control of their children'
and be go role models, but they need the
help of other parents, police offiers and es-
pecially the media, rappes and stare.

But Ihave good pareas- and I'm a good.
kid. You see there are no bad kids, just mis-
guided.

Parnets need to band together. Stop talk-
Ing about the problem and do something
about It.

Debbie will be a ninth-grade student this
fall at Coloma Junior High School. She lives
in Beston Harbor with her parents, Albert
and Labralla Allen.

Mr. MARKEY. Mr. Chairman, I yield
1 minute to the gentlewoman from
Texas [Ms. JACKSON-LEE].

(Ms. JACKSON-LEE asked and was
given permission to revise and extend
her remarks.)

MS. JACKSON-LEE. Mr. Chairman, I
know that many people are well mean-
Ing. I know the gentleman from Indi-
ana may be well meaning, but I think
there is a lot of fraud being played in
the House.

I tell you I heard the gentleman talk
about a 3- and 7-year-old. I have got a
9-year-old. The 9-year-old is curious
and bright, and I can tell you that it is
not 6:30 in the morning, it may be 8:00
at night, and 8:00 at night you do not
know what you might be seeing.

This is not something that is compul-
sory; it allows the parents to choose.
But what it does say. it takes away the
fraud of suggesting we are going to
study it, and it helps the broadcasters.

The broadcasters have a year to get
together and talk about the various
rating systems. We want them In-
volved, we expect their expertise. Only
if they do not-do the job does the FCC
get involved. I want my bright 9-year-
old to be able to sit there and learn and
understand and see the world. but I tell
you. there are some things that come
on that I am sure that you would not
want anyone to see.

Mr. Chairman, I want to protect the
children. What about you? Stand up for
the Markey amendment.

Vote the other one down.
Mr. MARKEY. Mr. Chairman, I yield

the remaining 30 seconds to the gen-
tleman from Michigan (Mr. LEVIN).

Mr. LEVIN. Mr. Chairman. I do not
get it. How does giving more power to
parents mean less responsibility on
their part? Does a remote control mean
less responsibility? More stations only
increases the need to equip parents.

I am fed up with TV violence. Sup-
port the Markey-Burton amendment.

Mr. BLILEY. Mr. Chairman, to close
debate on our side. I yield 1 minute to
the gentleman from Arizona [Mr.
HAYWORTH].

Mr. HAYWORTH. Mr. Chairman,
from the home office of the Family
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Empowerment Coalition. the top 10 un-
Intended consequences of the Maxkey
V-chip mandate:

No. 10. bureaucrats will be able to
pick the shows your kids watch, but
will not read them a bedtime story.

No. 9, rating tens of thousands of
hours of shows each year is fun, easy.
and fat free, but it will not be cheap.

No. 8. the viewer is upset that V-chip
is not as good as the original show with
that Pouch guy.

No. 7, Oh. I am sorry.'No. 7 has been
blocked out by Government censors.

No. 6. Angela Lansbury now stars in
"Jaywalking. She Wrote."

No. 5, provides jobs for unemployed
Federal bureaucrate.

No. 4, will not work on that old out-
of-date TV you bought last week.

No. 3, brings back all the intrusive
Big Government attitude that we all
miss.

No. 2, C-SPAN's annual NEA debate
blocked out for sexual content.

And the No. 1 unintended con-
sequence of the Markey V-chip: blocks
Regis. spares Kathie Lee.

No on Markey. yes on Coburn.
Ms. JACKSON-LEE.'Mr. Chairman, I rise in

support of the Markey-Burton amendment to
H.R. 1555 because I believe that there is too
much violence on today's television programs.
V-chip technology will give parents greater
contr over the type of programming that their
children can watch.

This amendment is Important to the parents
of America because most parents work long
hours and are unable to rnmoeit the type of
peograiT i g that their children are watching.

This amendment helps promote freedom-
freedom of what you choose to look at.

The FCC is the appropriate agency to ec-
omend guidelines and standards for violent
and indecent nateria so that parents can
make an Intellgent and Informed decision. It is
critical for the Government to assume thds role
when the televisio industry shows little effort
to get involved.

I admit that this amendment will not solely
resolve the issue of violence on television but
it is an important step in the right drection. I
urge my colleagues to support the Markey-
Burton amendment and help contribute to a
better television viewing environment foe our
young people.

Mr. RICHARDSON. Mr. Chairman, I rise In
opposition to the Markey V-chip amendment.
While wel-intentioned. we don't want the Gov-
ernent iroved in ratings. This is exactly
what the Markey amendment does, and as
suich it runs atut of the first amendment.

I think we all agree that parents should be
able to control what their children see on lete-
vison With more and rore channels, this re-
sponsibiliy is more and more challenging. No
matter how challenging, however, we should
never give up or first amendment rights.

But the V-chip would do Just that, It would
force the broadcasters to produce programs
that are acceptable only to society as a whole.
And if broadcasters choose not to rate the
lens of thousands of programs they produce
each year, the V-chip legislation allows the
Federal Comiuunicatioes Commission to
withhold their license renewals. Let me remind
you this is the provision the V-chip supporters
are referring to as "voluntary."
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We need a solution to television violence.

There are technologies available to parents--
they can go to their local electronics store and
purchase them if they wish. There are no first
amendment problems with that.

But there are first amendment problems with
the V-chip. We can, and should, encourage
the electronica industry to continue to provide
solutions to assist parents in guiding their chil-
dren's viewing. And we can, and should, en-
courage broadcasters to be responsible in
their programming. But we should never pass
legislation which restricts freedom of speech.
This is why I oppose the Markey V-chip, and
I hope my colleagues will do the same.

The CHAIRMAN. It is now in order to
consider substitute amendment No. 2-7
printed in part 2 of House Report 104-
222.

AMENDMENT NO. 5-5 OFFERED BY MR. COBURN
AS A SUBSTITUTE F4R AMENDMENT NO. 2- OF-
FERED BY MR. MARKEY
Mr. COBURN. Mr. Chairman. I offer

an amendment as a substitute for the
amendment.

The CHAIRMAN. The Clerk will des-
ignate the amendment offered as a sub-
stitute for the amendment.

The text of the amendment offered as
a Substitute for the amendment Is as
follows:

Amendment offered by Mr. COBURN as a
subetitute for the amendment offered by Mr.
MARKEY: Page 157. after line 21, Insert the
following new section land redesignate the
succeeding sections and conform the table of
contents accordingly):
SC 04 FAMILY VIEWING EMPOWEIRMENT.

(a) FINDINo.-The Congress makes the fol-
lowing findings:

(1) Television Is pervasive In daily life and
exerts a powerful influence over the percep-
tions of viewers, especially children, coo-
ceroeng the society In which we live.

(2) Children completing elementary school
have been exposed to 25 or more hours of tel-
evision per week and as many as II hours per
day.

(3) Children completing elementary school
have been exposed to an estimated average of
e,o0 murders and 100,000 acts of violence on
television.

(4) Studies indicate that the exposure of
young children to such levels of violent pro-
gramming correlates to an increased tend-
ency toward and tolerance of violent and ag-.
gressive behavior In later yearn.

(5) Studies also suggest that the depiction
of other material such as sexual conduct iII
a cavalier and amnoral context may under-
mine the ability of parents to instill In their
children responsible attitudes regarding such
activities.

(6) A sigliflcant relationship exists be-
tween exposure to television violence and
antisocial acts. Including serious, violent
criminal offenses.

(I) Parents and other viewers are increas-
ingly demanding that they be empowered to
make and implement viewing choices for
themselves knd their families.

(8) The public is becoming increasingly
aware of and concerned about objectionable
video programming content.

(9) The broadcast television industry and
other video programmers have a responsibil-
ity to assess the impact of their work and to
understand the damage that comes from the
Incessant. repetitive, mindless violence and
irresponsible content.

(10l The broadcast television Industry and
other video programming distributors should
be committed to facilitating viewers' access
to the information and capabilities required
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to prevent the exposure of their children to
excessively violent and otherwise objection-
able and harmful video programming.

(11) The technology for implementing indi-
vidual viewing choices is rapidly advancing
and numerous options for viewer control are
or soon will be available in the marketplace
at affordable prices.

112) There is a compelling national Interest
in ensuring that parents are provided with
the Information and capabilities required to
prevent the exposure of their children to ex-
cessively violent and otherwise objectionable
and harmful video programming.

b) POLICY.-It Is the policy of the United
States to-

i) encourage broadcast television, cable,
satellite. syndication, other video program-
ming dIstributors, and relevant related in-
dustries (in consultation with appropriate
public interest groups and interested Individ-
uals from the private sector) to-

1A) establish a technology fund to encour-
age television and electronics equipment
manufacturers to facilitate the development
of technology which would empower parents
to block programming they deem Inappropri-
ate for their children;

(B) report to the viewing public on the ste-
tns of the development of affordable, easy to
use blocking technology; and

(C) establish and promote effective proce-
dures, standards. systems, advisories, or
other mechanisms for ensuring that sers
have easy and complete access to the infor-
macion necessary to effectively utilize
blocking technology: and

(2) evaluate whether, not later than I year
after the date of enactment of this Act. in-
dustry-wide procedures, standards, systems
advisories. or other mechanisms established
by the broadcast television, cable Satellite.
syndication. other video programming dis-
tribution, and relevant related industries-

(A) arm informing viewers regarding their
options to utilise blocking technology; and

(B) encouraging the development of block-
ing technologies.

(C) GAO AUDIrr.-
(1) AUDIT REQUIRED.-No later than 18

months after the date of the enactment of
this Act, the Comptroller General shall sub-
mit to Congress an evaluation of-

(A) the proliferation of new and existing
blocking technology;

(B) the accessibillty of information to em-
power viewing choices; and

(C) the consumer Satisfaction with infor-
mation and technological solutions.

(2) CONTENTS OF EVALUATION.-The evalua-
tion shall-

(A) describe the blocking technology avail-
'able to viewers including the costs thereof:
and

(B) asess the extent of consumer knowl-
edge and attitudes toward available blocking
technologies:

(3) describe steps taken by broadcast.
cable. satellite, syndication, and other video
programming dist ibution servIces to inform
the public and promote the availability of
viewer empowerment technologies, devices.
and techniques;

14) evaluate the degree to which viewer
empowerient technology is being utilised;

(5) assess consumer satisfaction with tech-
nological options; and

(6) evaluate consumer demand for Informa-
tion and technological solutions.

The CHAIRMAN. Pursuant to the
rule, the gentleman from Oklahoma
[Mr. COJBuR] will be recognized for 15
minutes, and a Member opposed will be
recognized for 15 minutes.

Does the gentleman from Massachu-
sette [Mr. MARKEY] seek recognition in
opposition?
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Mr. MARKEY. Mr. Chairman, I rise

in opposition to the amendment.
The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman

from Massachusetts will be recognized
for 15 minutes.

Mr. MARKEY. Mr. Chairman. I ask
unanimous consent to yield 7% min-
utes to the gentleman from Indiana.
[Mr. BUMNI]. and that he be allowed
to control that time.

The CHAIRMAN. Is there objection
to the request of the gentleman from
Massachusetts?

There was no objection.
The CHAIRMAN. The Chair recog-

nixes the gentleman from Oklahoma
(Mr. COBURN].

Mr. COBURN. Mr. Chairman. I yield
myself 4% minutes.

(Mr. COBURN asked and was given
permission to revise and extend his re-
marks.)

Mr. COBURN. Mr. Chairman, this is
another one of the debates in the House
where everybody wants to accomplish
the same purpose. The discussion Mr.
Chairman, Is about how we go about
doing that, and whether or not we vio-
late principles that have dealt us well
since we have been a Nation.

This amendment is a worthwhile al-
ternative to the V-chip. It puts par-
ents, not the Federal Government, in
the driver's seat on the subject of tele-
vision program viewing choices.

The amendment of the gentleman
from Massachusetts (Mr. MARKEY) as-
sumes only that a congressionally
mandated board will know best. The
Markey amendment calls on Govern-
ment to choose one technology over
another, not the marketplace. I
thought that was what this was all
about, the marketplace deciding how
we make these decisions.

His amendment calls on the Govern-
ment to mandate a single technology
and develop rating systems and require
the transmission of those ratings.
Whether it is a Government agency or
a Government-mandated board, it is
still the same. My amendment says
that the market knows best.

With dozens of devices alreadly on
the market and dozens more in the de-
velopment stage, the Federal Govern-
ment should not be in the business of
forcing a single solution on consumers.
A statutory mandate will develop
much more advanced, better tech-
nologies that will empower parents
better and further.

There is no question that television
is a powerful influence in our society.
That is one of the very important rea-
sons why It snuld be parents' decision.
not the Government. The parents
should be making the decisions based
on individual family values, not a po-
litically balanced advisory committee. I

Broadcasters, too. have a responsibil-
ity to assess the impact of their work.
and understand the damage that it t
causes to our youth and our society.
This industry must continue to take
actual tangible steps towards address-
ing violence and sexual illicitness.

This amendment, this substitute
amendment, will drive that change to t
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empower parents with the latest tech-
nology. with the broadest technology
to exclude what they decide is inappro-
priate.

The provisions in my amendment are
real, they are tangible steps that will
allow the industry and the families
through free enterprise and competi-
tion to decide what Is best for their
children.

My amendment would call on the
broadcast television cable satellite
syndication and other video program-
ming distributors and related indus-
tries to, one, establish a technology
that empowers parents, not the Gov-
ernment to block programming they
deem inappropriate; to establish and
promote effective procedures for in-
forming the viewing public as to the af-
fordability and the development of
blocking technology; and to evaluate
no later than 1 year after date of enact-
ment of this act industry-wide proce-
dures, standards, and advisories or
other mechnanisms to Inform the view-
ers regarding available blocking de-
vices.

I am pleased to announce that this
fund has been developed and that we
will see in the very near future and we
do have now technology available to do
this on any old or on any new TV, any
old or any new TV. Every TV in the
home, not just the new one.

Let me be clear. I am not opposed to
providing parents with the ability to
block programs that they deem inap-
propriate. Everyone that knows me
knows that that is true. I think they
should have the responsibility, but it
should be the parents' responsibility.
not a Government agency, not a Gov-
ernment mandate.

I urge Members to support the
Coburn-Tauzin amendment.

Mr. BURTON. Mr. Chairman. I yield
myself 2 minutes.

Mr. Chairman, I agree with my col-
league who just spoke. The parents
should be the ones who make the deci-
sion. but they need the tools with
which to implement that decision, and
they do not have it right now.

With 50 or 100 channels, there is no
way they can block out the objection-
able material that is coming across the
airwaves. They can block out one chan-
nel, one station, one period of time, but
they cannot block out the myriad of
channels and the myriad of time slots
and the myriad of pornography and vi-
olence that is coming across the air-
waves unless they have this V-chlp in
their set.

All we are saying is that for 15 or 20
or 30 cents it can be put in a set be-
cause that technology is already there.
t is in there with the closed captions

for the hearing impaired. This Congress
demanded that several years ago. So
he technology is there.
Now, let me Just tell you about the

networks. The networks came around
to see me, and they said, we will put $2
nillion. Do you want more? We will
ut $5 million into a fund to study this.

.o study this.
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Why do they want to study It? Be-

cause they know when the ratings start
going down on a show because the patr-
ents will block it out, the money goes
down, and when the money goes down,
then the advertisers do not buy the ad-
vertising, and when that happens, Mr.
Chairman. you send a message to Hol-
lywood really clearly: You clean up
your act, and you stop this violence
and sex that is coming into the homes,
or you will not get the money for it.

That Is where we are going to hit
them. There have been boycotts in the
past that have not worked. This is the
greatest boycott in the world because
the parents in the home controls what
is coming into their homes, what their
children are seeing, and If they block
that out, then by gosh we are going to
see some changes in this country.

The violence we see In our streets,
the sex we see, the sex crimes are di-
rectly related to what our kids are con-
suming on television, and here is a
chance not for Government but for the
parents to control it.

For God's sake. we have been talking
about this for years. It is time we gave
the parents the tools, and this study he
is talking about, the Coburn study, 3
years we will be talking about this.
The Coburn study will not do a darn
thing. Vote down the Coburn amend-
ment.

Mr. MARKEY. Mr. Chairman. I yield
1 minute to the gentlewoman from
Connecticut [Ms. DzLAuRO].

Ms. DELAURO. Mr. Chairman, I rise
in strong opposition to the Coburn
amendment.

Mr. Chairman, we do not need any
more studies in this area. No longer
can we question that violence and sex
that is on TV harms our children and
weakens the moral strength of this Na-
tion. Our kids are just not prepared for
what is on the airwaves these days.

0 1345
We have all heard the refrain, Dont

control what is on my TV. Let parents
decide what their children can watch."
That is exactly what the V-chip will
do. allow parents to decide. Parents
have got to be in the position to direct
their children, to reinforce the right
values, and the V-chip promotes family
values, and it does it without infring-
ing and impinging on first amendment
rights.

The sweeping telecommunications
bill before us touches nearly every sin-
gle aspect of our communications land-
scape, but will fall to address parents'
number I concern, and that is protect-
ing their children from harmful pro-
gramming. Give the power and
strength back to parents. Vote down
the Coburn amendment and vote for
the Markey-Burton amendment.

Mr. COBURN. Mr. Chairman, I yield
myself 30 seconds.

Mr. Chairman, I think one of the
most important points Is to recognize
that this technology is available today,
it is being encouraged. But here is the
technology that is not going to be
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available If in fact we have the Markey
V-chip. We are not going to have inter-
active television listings. We are not.
going to use other devices and tech-
nologies. We are not going to have set
top technology. We are not going to
allow the marketplace to come and
bring a better method than a govern-
ment-designed method.

Mr. BURTON of Indiana- Mr. Chair-
man. I yield I minute to my colleague.
the gentleman from California [Mr.
HuOtmr]. -"

Mr. HUNTER. Mr. Chairman, there is
a lot of conservatives on both sides of
this question, and I have a lot of re-
spect for the gentleman from Okla-
homa, Mr. CoBURN, as well as my great
friend, the gentleman from Indiana.
DAN BURTON. But I think we are talk-
ing about here not a government man-
date. It Is no more a mandate for par-
ents to be able to have a tool to use to
decide what their kids are going to see
than to have a PG rating or an R rat-
ing. That is put out by at least a quasi-
governmental board, and yet it Is
something that Is available in the ab-
sence of anything else.

The best thing in the world is for a
parent to have seen a show and say
that show is okay for my kids. That is
how we do with the movies generally.
But you cannot do that now with this
giant menu of shows that are available.
There is no working parent in the
country who can go through 300 tele-
vision shows before they leave for work
and say I think these are good for the
kids. So in the absence of that, with
the mom or the dad running out the
door to make their second job, they at
least, If they want to. can click this V-
chip in and perhaps restrain some of
the violence.

Mr. Chairman. I think it makes
sense. Vote for the Burton amendment
and vote against the Coburn amend-
ment.

Mr. MARKEY. Mr. Chairman, I yield
1 minute to the gentleman from North
Dakota [Mr. POM1EROY).

Mr. POMEROY. Mr. Chairman, I
thank the gentleman for yielding me
this time.

Mr. Chairman, delay it: study it: re-
view it: How many times has Congress
dragged its heel and sidetracked legis-
lation that the people of this country
want, but well-placed inside lobbyists
are desperately trying to stop?

That is what the Coburn amendment
represents, because the people of this
country want more control over what
is coming Into their living rooms, but
the Hollywood lobbyists are des-
perately trying to sidetrack the Mar-
key amendment.

The Coburn amendment is a diver-
sion. political cover for those who oth-
erwise would not have any good reason
to tell the parents that they represent
here in Congress why they voted
against giving them the tool to keep
pornography, to keep violence, to keep
sex, off of the TV and the television
programming coming into their living
room.
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I have a little girl. There is so much

I will not be able to protect her about,
bad drivers, getting taunted in school.
I can protect with the V-chip the tele-
vision programming in my living room.
Vote down the Coburn amendment,
vote for the Markey amendment.

Mr. COBURN. Mr. Chairman, I yield
1% minutes to the gentleman from New
York [Mr. FRISA].

Mr. FRISA. Mr. Chairman. American
families are being asked to buy a bag of
goods. and what they are being asked
to buy is called the censor chip. Now. it
might look good, and it might even
smell good, but If you really think
about it. censorship is a bad idea.

Let us keep the feds out of the family
room. and let us stop and prevent a
government-Issue TV guide, because,
after all. mom and dad know better
than any Washington censor.

Mr. Chairman. I urge a yes vote for
the Coburn amendment because the
censor chip crumbles when you read
the fine print.

Mr. COBURN. Mr. Chairman, I yield 2
minutes to the gentleman from Florida
[Mr. STFARNS].

(Mr. STEARNS asked and was given
permission to revise and extend his re-
marks.)

Mr. STEARNS. Mr. Chairman. I rise
In strong support of the Coburn sub-
stltute. It promotes core Republican
principles of smaller government, less
intrusive regulation, and private sector
solutions. It puts parental responsibil-
ity where it belongs--in the hands of
parents.

This substitute will do more to pro-
tect children from objectionable pro-
gramming than the Markey amend-
ment. The Markey amendment is un-
fair. While two-thirds of American
households do not have children under
18. the Markey amendment requires all
TV purchasers to pay for the mandated
V-chip.

The Markey amendment is flawed be-
cause it still does not protect children
as intended. Since most houses have
more than one TV set, children will
still have access to TV sets not con-
taining the V-chip.

The Markey amendment Is also pun-
ishes consumers. Approximately 20 mil-
lion TV sets are sold in the United
States annually. Since the V-chip Is es-
timated to add between $5 and $40 to
the cost of every TV, American con-
sumers could have to pay an additional
9800 million for a feature that two-
thirds do not need.

Legislative proposals to curb objec-
tionable TV content, no matter how
well Intentioned, mean government
control on what Americans see and
hear. By contrast, the Coburn amend-
ment recognizes that parental respon-
sibility coupled with.private industry
cooperation is the only viable solution.

The broadcasting industry recognizes
that its Impact Is vast. influencing our
lives socially, economically, and politi-
cally. That Is why it Is willing to do
more and fully endorses the Coburn
amendment.
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The broadcasting industry has been

working to find solutions. In 1992. the
networks adopted Joint standards for
the depiction of violence. In 1993, the
four networks agreed to increase the
use of violence advisories. In 1993. ABC
launched a 1-000 hotline to Inform par-
ents of upcoming programs carrying
advisories. In 1994. the four networks
also agreed to an analysis of network
programming.

I urge all my colleagues to support
this amendment that leaves TV con-
tent control where it belongs, in the
hands of parents-and more impor-
tantly-keeps it Out of the hands of
government.

Mr. MARKEY. Mr. Chairman. I yield
2 minutes to the gentleman from
Michigan [Mr. BONIOR].

Mr. BONIOR. Mr. Chairman, encour-
age it. study it. review it. delay it.
America needs to move on this issue.
and I rise in strong opposition to the
Coburn amendment.

Mr. Chairman. I think all of us recog-
nize that there is too much sex and
there is too much violence on tele-
vision today. I think we all agree that
parents should have more control over
the garbage that Is flowing into their
living rooms. But the question is. What
are we going to do about it?

All over America parents are taking
responsibility. They are coming home
and turning the TV set off. But we all
know they cannot be there all the
time, and they need help, and the V-
chip will give them that help.

This is not about censorship. This Is
not about big government. This is
about giving parents the tools they
need to stop the garbage from flowing
into their living rooms and polluting
the minds of their children.

The V-chip Is based on a very simple
principle, that It is parents who raise
children, not government, not advertis-
ers. not network executives, and par-
ents should have a more powerful voice
in the marketplace.

That Is what the Markey amendment
does. I do not come to this floor today
and advocate the Coburn amendment,
because the Coburn amendment does
not do that. We all know it is a fig leaf.
It does nothing to give parents control
and it does nothing to stop sex and vio-
lence. It does nothing to force the in-
dustry to change. All it does is kill the
V-chip, which Is an idea supported by
over 90 percent of the American public.

So if you want to endorse the status
quo. vote for the Coburn amendment.
But if you think parents should have
more control, If you think It is values
of the family we should be promoting.
I urge Members to support the Markey-
Burton amendment.

Mr. BURTON of Indiana. Mr. Chair-
man, I yield myself 30 seconds.

Mr. Chairman. this legislation in a
tougher form. In a tougher form,
passed the Senate with 73 Members of
that body voting for it. Members who
were here before, conservatives, lib-
erals, moderates, they are not for Gov-
ernment censorship. They would not
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vote for it. People you guys and I re-
spect.

This is not Government censorship:
this Is very, very simply a tool that we
are going to give parents to protect
their kids from the filth that is coming
across the airwaves.

Mr. COBURN. Mr. Chairman. I yield
1% minutes to the gentleman from Vir-
ginia (Mr. BLILEY]. the chairman of the
committee.

(Mr. BLILEY asked and was given
permission to revise and extend his re-
marks.)

Mr. BLILEY. Mr. Chairman. I rise in
support of the amendment offered by
Mr. COBUIN. This amendment replaces
the simplistic Government-sanctioned
solution of mass blocking of television
choices with one that relies on Individ-
ual responsibility.

More importantly, the Markey
amendment sets a dangerous precedent
of rating the content of programming
by a Government appointed board. One
can only imagine where such a prece-
dent might lead.

Mr. Chairman, last year the Sub-
committee on Telecommunications and
Finance held no fewer than eight hear-
ings on the issue of violence in tele-
vision. What became increasingly clear
during these hearings was that the V-
chip solution was unnecessary because
inexpensive software and set-up tech-
nology is available now or will be
shortly in the marketplace and second
the V-chip only focused on only one
segment of the industry-broadcast
and cable-and did not address other
technologies such as satellite-delivered
programming. Finally, the V-chip.
combined with a ratings system, raise
serious constitutional questions.

The Coburn amendment takes a more
reasonable approach by encouraging
the deployment of inexpensive tech-
nology to enable parents to block any
programming they deem unacceptable.

I urge my colleagues to reject the
Markey approach and endorse the
Coburn amendment.

Mr. MARKEY. Mr. Chairman, I yield
I minute to the gentleman from South
Carolina (Mr. SPRAerr].

(Mr. SPRATI asked and was given
permission to revise and extend his re-
marks.)

Mr. SPRATT. Mr. Chairman, I thank
the gentleman for yielding.

Mr. Chairman, read this substitute.
Coburn huffs and puffs for three long
pages. and then, and then it blows out
of steam. It does not even decree a re-
port. In a long convoluted sentence,
what it does is say it is the policy of
the United States to encourage the in-
dustry to establish a fund to explore
the problem further.

This would be laughable if it were
not so serious. What this is, this
Coburn substitute, is another in a long
line of red herrings. It is another at-
tempt to derail and sidetrack a solu-
tion to this problem. We have a solu-
tion before us, but we will nob have an
opportunity to vote upon it unless we
defeat Coburn first, because Coburn is
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a substitute and everyone should un-
derstand it. It. too, is a V-chip which
will block our opportunity to have an
opportunity to vote upon the V-chip
amendment that many Members of this
House on both sides of the aisle support
and parents in this country desperately
want.

0 1400
Mr. COBURN. Mr. Chairman. I yield

myself 30 seconds.
Mr. Chairman. I think it is Important

that the gentleman from Indiana re-
ferred to the Senate because here is
what the Senate bill does. It estab-
lishes five commission members ap-
pointed by the President at salaries of
$115.000 a year. It will be an executive
branch commission. It may hire staff
without regard to Civil Service laws.
The salaries are not to exceed $108.000 a
year. They can appoint additional per-
sonnel as may be necessary to do the
105.000 television shows per year.

Mr. Chairman. I yield I minute to the
gentleman from Georgia [Mr. NOR-
wooD].

Mr. NORWOOD. Mr. Chairman. I rise
in strong opposition to the Markey V-
chip amendment.

I realize the authors of this amend-
ment are well-meaning. They see the
importance of providing family viewing
for American children. My gosh. we all
would agree with that. We all share in
that goal. That is the one vote that
could get 435 votes for that. We do not
want any more violence on television.

The debate is about the solution. I
disagree with the solution of the gen-
tleman from Massachusetts [Mr. MAR-
KEY]. A censorship commission run by
Federal bureaucrats is a horrendous
idea. The V-chip will only block pro-
grams rated as violent or indecent by
the rating commission.

Read the Senate language. We will
replace parental choice with a Federal
bureaucrat, and I do not trust a bu-
reaucrat in this town to make a sen-
sible decision where ratings are con-
cerned.

I urge my colleagues to vote against
the Markey V-chip amendment and
vote for the Coburn amendment.

Mr. MARKEY. Mr. Chairman, I yield
myself one-half minute.

Mr. Chairman. the gentleman from
Oklahoma just made reference to the
Senate bill and knows that that is not
the House bill. The House bill does not
have any Government censorship. At
no time are broadcasters mandated to
do any ratings. We mandate that a vio-
lence chip be built into television sets.
but at no time do broadcasters in fact
have to rate their own shows. If they
do not do it, they do not do it. But we
give them the V-chip.

The Coburn amendment is nothing
more than the Hollywood and New
York producers wish, that there be no
protection for children. Vote no on the
Coburn amendment or else the V-chip
dies.

Mr. COBURN. Mr. Chairman. I yield 1
minute to the gentleman from Wash-
ington [Mr. WHrrE].
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Mr. WHITE. Mr. Chairman. let us

make it perfectly clear. There are two
good reasons why the V-chip is a bad
idea. The first one is the same old prob-
lem we are dealing with in this bill all
across the board. The Government
picks the technology to solve this prob-
lem. When are we going to learn this
lesson? We do not need a V-chip. We
need a C-chip to keep Congress from
choosing the technology that is going
to solve all these problems.

Second, let us face it; ultimately the
reason there is some coercion in this
bill is because the Government is in-
volved. I have got four young children.
I spend a lot of time negotiating with
my wife over what our children should
watch on television. We do not always
agree, but I do not mind negotiating
with my wife. I do mind negotiating
with a bureaucrat in Washington, DC.

Defeat the Markey V-chip amend-,
ment. Vote for the Coburn substitute.

The CHAIRMAN. The Chair advises
that each side has one remaining
speaker. The order will be the gen-
tleman from Indiana (Mr. BURTON]
first, who has 4 minutes remaining.

Mr. BURTON of Indiana. Mr. Chair-
man. I yield the balance of my time to
the gentleman from Virginia (Mr.
WOLF], one of the most respected Mem-
bers of the House.

Mr. WOLF. Mr. Chairman, I rise in
strong opposition to Coburn because it
will do nothing-everyone knows
that-and for the Markey-Burton
amendment.

The eye Is the gate to the mind. It
says It in the Bible. It says it in many
other places. Garbage in. garbage out.
Good things in. good things out. When
I go see the Chariots of Fire. I leave
the movies feeling good. But if you go
see the Texas Chain Saw Massacre. you
go out of the movies feeling not very
good.

The working parents are not around
all the time. Ozzie and Harriet do not
live in America all the time in every
house, and they are not around- But
many times no one is around, and it
has been said that more young women
become pregnant in their own house
between the hours of 3 and 5 because no
one is home. So face the reality. I wish
it were different, but it is not that way.

Second. If you try to block out, what
show would you block out" Would you
block out Married with Children?
Would you block out Melrose Place?
What about Beverly Hills 90210 or
Beavis and Butt-head. that stupid
show? Or would you block out the
afternoons? What afternoon show
would you do? Geraldo? We do not
know how to get Geraldo. but how
about Jenny Jones? Well. Jenny Jones:
is that the show that the guy killed the
other person on? What about Ricki
Lake? It goes on. and it goes on.

Lastly, to the conservations on this
side. back in 1985. 1 came with the Idea
to create a national commission on
pornography, and it worked. Let me
tell you who served on one of those na-
tional commissions that the gentleman
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from Washington (Mr. WHITE] just ridi-
culed. Dr. James Dobson. And we set up
a standard to bring about prosecution
because, under the first term of the
Reagan administration, there were no
prosecutions of pornographers. But, for
that national commission, we changed
It around.

Somebody says this is censorship.
Who were the Senators. Senator DAN
COATS, we all know DAN COATS. He was
one of the finest Members that ever
served in this Congress. Very conserv-
ative. He supported this over in the
Senate.

THAD COCHRAN. real flaming liberal
over there from Mississippi. He is con-
servative. MIKE DEWINE, nobody was
tougher on crime than MIKE DEWINE.

ANNnUtcEMEN.Fr BY THE CHAIRMAN
The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman

should be advised not to make ref-
erences to individual Members of the
other body.

Mr. WOLF. These were Members who
voted when they had an opportunity to
do It and voted the other way.

I want to look at a quote. This is
what it says: "Unless and until there is
unmistakable proof to the contrary.
the presumption must be that tele-
vision is and will be a main factor in
Influencing the values and moral
standards of our society. Television
does not. and cannot, merely reflect
the moral standards of our society. It
must affect them, either by changing
or by reinforcing them."

If we miss this opportunity, it will
never come back. The moms and the
dsads of our districts did not have any
lobbyists hanging outside for the last
week. They were so busy working, try-
ing to do it. a single parent has the
toughest job in the world. This is a
good opportunity. If it can be perfect
when we go to conference, let us per-
fect It.

I strongly urge, on behalf of all the
kids that are going to come home and
watch this garbage, a "no" vote on
Coburn and an "aye" vote for Burton.
- Mr. MARKEY. Mr. Chairman. I yield

the balance of my time to the gen-
tleman from Virginia [Mr. MORAN).

Mr. MORAN. Mr. Chairman. this is
not a contest between liberals and con-
servatives or Republicans and Demo-
crats. Frankly, this is a contest be-
tween parental control and corporate
PAC's.

There is no parent PAC to protect
their interests. Ninety percent of par-
ents In this country support what the
V-chip amendment does. But they do
not have the means to buy influence
over us. They have to rely upon us to
do the right thing for them and for our
own families.

We enable parents to get the kind of
Information they need so they do not
feed toxic foods Into the bodies of their
children. Should we not enable them to
control the poison that is being
pumped into the minds of our Nation's
children every single day? That is all
this amendment does.

What does the Coburn corporate
amendment do that is not currently

being done? It mandates an 18-month
.Government study and then encourages
the broadcast industry. That is the ex-
tent of it.

Our amendment does not control
what parents see or anyone can see. All
it does is enable parents to control
what their children see.

What we do is to ask the broadcast
industry to rate their own programs.
Government does not rate their pro-
grams. In fact. if a new technology
that is as affordable as the V-chip and
is as easy to use by parents as the V-
chip comes along, fine, it authorizes
that as well. Government does not
block any programs. It does not even
rate them.

My colleagues, we have to vote
against the Coburn amendment in
order to be able to vote for parents by
voting for the V-chip amendment.

Mr. COBURN. Mr. Chairman. I yield
the balance of my time to the gen-
tleman from Texas [Mr. ARMEY]. the
majority leader.

The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman
from Texas (Mr. ARMEY] is recognized
for 2/ minutes.

Mr. ARMEY. Mr. Chairman, let us
start at the beginning. I love children
and I hate smut. I love parents that
love their children. I think good par-
ents exercise direction over their chil-
dren. That is the way it is.

When I was a boy, it was Playboy
magazines. We did not have TV. My
parents did not need the Government
to say whether Playboy should be rated
this way or that way. My dad looked at
one. He said: Son, you will not buy that
anymore. He says: If you buy that any-
more, you will not have any money to
buy anything with anymore. If you buy
it a second time, if you buy it a second
time. you will not be able to buy one
for a while. and you will not be able to
sit down.

My dad was very clear. He told me
what was right. He told me what was
acceptable. He said: Do not do it: you
do it again you are going to be in trou-
ble with your dad because your dad
loves you and does not want you read-
ing stuff.

I grew up. I raised five kids. We had
a VCR. It has a little clock on It. No-
body could set the clock except the
kids. The gentleman from Massachu-
setts [Mr. MARKEY] says I am going to
get something called a V-chip for my
grandchildren. And the Government is
going to tell me what is good and what
Is not bad, what ts smut and what is
not smut. Thank God for that because
I never figured it out.

The Government has a system. They
will tell me what it is. Now I have to
take the time to read the Government
report, find what is smut, what is not
smut. Then I have got to deal with
some new modern electronics. I cannot
even use my TV. I do not know how to
make the clicker work. But now I am
going to find the wonders of the V-chlp.
and I am going to be smart enough to
program It, and so smart that my kids
cannot?
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Do you think there is a parent alive

today that will understand the V-chip
better than their kids? I promise you
right now, in 60 percent of the homes
today it will be only the kids that will
be able to program it. But we will all
have the great privilege of buying it.
The Government will have the power of
pretending it is protecting our kids.

There is no way you get to this point.
my colleagues. if you accept the re-
sponsibility and the privilege, the
honor and the joy of having children,
you accept the fact that you will deter-
mine what It is they watch and what
they do not watch. You will give the
supervision.

You say both parents work out of the
house. My morn and my dad worked
out of the house every day of my life.
I came home every night after school.
I went and I listened to Spiderman on
the radio, and I did not read Playboy.
My mom and my dad would not toler-
ate it. They never depended upon any
Government-mandated technology or
any Government advisory forum. You
cannot get away from it.

The parents and only the parents can
protect the children. You can make ev-
erybody buy the technology. You can
put the Government panel out there to
make the decisions what is or what Is
not smut. Lord knows, they have done
it. a heck of a job with the NEA. I
mean, we have reliable indications that
the Government's judgment Is depend-
able. And then we can read the Govern-
ment reports, and then we can read the
manuals and then we can program the
set. We can go off to work. I will guar-
antee you those kids will have used the
V-chip to hack into the Pentagon's
computer before midnight.

Do not kid yourselves about that.
Kids will be kids. They will be unruly
unless parents are parents. The Gov-
ernment cannot do it.

You can buy into that old line that
my momma taught me to avoid: Trust
me: I am from the Government. Do
what I mandate of you, and your chil-
dren will be safe. And take your
chances with that at more cost, more
expense, more confusion and more Gov-
ernment control through more big Gov-
ernment.

Or you can just simply say: I am your
mom. I am your dad. You are the kid.
[ am the parent. You will do what I tell
you to do. as parents have done for
years.

D 1515
Frankly, most of the kids have

worked out pretty well without the
Government.

It is a very simple thing. It is about
control by the Government. mandate
by the Government, or freedom and re-
sponsibility for loving parents.

Mr. Chairman. I say vote "no" on the
Markey amendment; vote "yes" on the
Coburn amendment. Dare to try a pub-
lic policy that bets on the goodness of
the American people, rather than the
guile of the Federal Government.
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Mr. WAXMAN. Mr. Chairman, there is wide

agreement in this country that violent and sex-
ually explicit programming desensitizes chil-
Iren and can influence their behavior and

emotional development. But changes in soci-
ety arid technology have made it more difficult
for parents to monitor their children's exposure
to television programming. The challenge we
have today is to provide parents with new and
better tools without involving the Government
in the determination and distribution o con-
tent

If we give the Federal Government the au-
thority to establish a ratings conmiittee. to de-
termine its members, and to assess the ade-
quacy of the ratings that are established, we
will be in violation of the first amendment.
Such a process wit inevitably become politi-
cized by Members of Congress dissatisfied
with the ratings that are established and they
wig want to impose their own judgment on
cortent regulation. This approach will result in
years of litigation and ultimate rejection by the
Federal courts.

As much as the American people resent un-
wanted exposure to offensive programming.
they have a strong belief in protection against
Government censorship. I urge my cofleagues
to oppose a mandatory system that would un-
dermnine the first amendment and instead work
to craft a policy that balances our desire to
help parents protect their children with the fun-
damental right of free speech.

The CHAIRMAN. All time has ex-
pired.

The question is on the amendment
offered by the gentleman from Okla-
homa (Mr. CoatN] as a substitute for
the amendment offered by the gen-
tleman from Massachusetts (Mr. MAR-
EY).

The Question was taken; and the
Chairman announced that the noes ap-
peared to have It.

RECORDED VOTE
Mr. BLILEY. Mr. Chairman, I de-

mand a recorded vote.
A recorded vote was ordered.
The CHAIRMAN. The Chair an-

nounced that in the event a recorded
vote is ordered on the underlying Mar-
key substitute, that vote will be re-
duced to 5 minutes.

This is a 15-minute vote.
The vote was taken by electronic de-

vice, and there were-ayes 222. noes 201.
not voting 11, as follows:
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Mr. MINGE and Mr. DORNAN
changed their vote from "aye" to "no."

Messrs. METCALF. McHALE,
GREENWOOD, HOUGHTON, LEWIS of
Kentucky, MATSUI. HOLDEN, CHAP.
MAN, and Mrs. VUCANOVICH changed
their vote from "no" to "aye."

So the amendment offered as a sub-
stitute for the amendment was agreed
to.

The result of the vote was announced
as above recorded.

The CHAIRMAN. The question Is on
the amendment offered by the gen-
tleman from Massachusetts (Mr. MAR-
KEY], as amended.

The amendment, as amended, was
agreed to.

The CHAIRMAN. The question IS on
the committee amendment In the na-
ture of a substitute, as amended.

The committee amendment in the
nature of a substitute, as amended, was
agreed to.

Mrs. MINK ol Hawai. Mr. Chaiman, today
I rise In strong opposition to H.R. 1555. The
Initial aim of this legislation was just to deregu-
late the communications industry, create com-
pletion, lower prices and imrove tele-
communications services. What we have be-
tore us today is actually the opposite. It stifles
competition and Is anti-consumer and creates
monopolies.

H.R. 1555, with its manager's amendment,
promotes monopolies at the expense of com-
petition through mergers and concentrations of
power.

H.R. 1555 allows local exchange carriers
that compete in the tong-distance market to
discriminate against ong-distance competitors
by giving preferential treatment to its own
long-distance operations In pricing and provid-
ing access services. In the overwhelming ma-
jority of markets today, local exchange cariers
maintain control over the essential facilities
that are needed to complete telephone serv-
ices. The inability of other service providers to
gain access to the locat phone carrier's equip-
ment will inhibit fair competition.

When you allow an excessive number of In-
region buyouts between telephone companies
and cable operators and permit the acquisition
of an unlirrdted number of radio stations and
newspapers, you stifle competition and sup-
press the diverslty o content and viewpoints.
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Instead of generating competition, H.R. 1555
would let cable and phone companies merge
in cormunities of less than 50,000. As a re-
sut, nearly 40 percent of the Nation's homes
could end up being served by cable and
phone monopolies. This will limit access and
stiffle diversity of content and orchestrate con-
fornity of viewpoint. Allowing one individual to
own up to 50 percent of an industry destroys
competition and filters the amount of informa-
bon that citizens receive. This is contrary to
our sacred rights of freedom and cripples di-
varsity.

In 1984. Congress enacted omnibus cable
legislation which, in essence, deregulated the
cable industry. While this deregulation encour-
aged further expansion of the industry, it also
gave many cable operators the opportunity to
exploit their monopoly status and raise rates
on subscribers. In response to consumer com-
plaints. Congress passed the 1992 Cable Act
to restrain monopoly price hikes and encour-
age the development of competition by making
access to cable prograirming available to
competitors. As a result of the 1992 act, cable
rates stabilized and costs to consumers for
equipment and Installation dropped in many
locations. But now, passage of H.R. 1555
threatens the affordability and quality of basic
service for all cable subscribers. Do we realty
want to return to those days when cable coin-
parties charged consumers exorbitant rates?

Perhapa the most detrimental effect of this
bit is eliminating the authority of the Justice
Department to review anti-trust practices. Not
altowing the Department of Justice to evaluate
a request to enter the tong distance market in-
creases the probability that a phone company,
the the Bet operatng company or Its affiliates,
Could use market power to substantially im-
pede competition In the manufacturing or tong-
distance market. We need the Justice Depart-
ment to be Involked in this process to ensure
adequate competition and protect the rights of
consumers.

H.R. 1555 needs to deal with the issue of
harmful, violent, prnographic, obscene pro-
graming our children are exposed to. I favor
Including V-chipS on TV sets because parents.
not the Government should decide what to
block. Under this plan, cable programmers de-
cide what ratings wit be attached to a particu-
lar show and parents then can choose 0f the
material is suitable for their children through
the use of the V-chip. This is not censorship;
this is the right to protect our children.

This bit makes sweeping changes to current
telecommunications laws. Instead of creating
more choices for consumers, this bill creates
monopoles and stifles competition. We must
not allow this kind of concentration of tele-
comiritmunicatons. Instead we should be finding
ways to provide universal service in a as-
pacts of telecommunications. What we should
be doing is prorong comperition so there will
be choices; so that the consumers wit have
the abrty to pick and choose. This bit harms
consumers and I urge my colleagues to vote
against H.R. 1555.

Mr. SANDERS. Mr. Chairman, this tele-
conrnurilcations bitr crples consumer potec-
bons and should be souilty rejected. It is
being touted as pro consumer when, in reality,
ft will cause inflated rates and will limit
consumer choice. It is touted as pro-compU-et
tion when It actually promotes mergers and
ths concentration of power.
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It ignores the success of the 1992 cable

regulations which provided some S3 billion in
savings to cable consumers. It deregulates
cable rates within 15 months and immediately
deregulates cable companies that serve about
47 percent of Vermont's cable subscribers. In
rural areas there just arent enough customers
to sustain more than one or two local cable
companies. Without sensible regulation, these
companies would be able to raise rates on
their captive consumers.

Furthermore. if this bill becomes law, the
FCC would no longer be allowed to review
rate increases when it receives a customer
complaint. The greater of 10 subscribers or 5
percent of the subscribers must complain be-
fore the FCC can review a rate hike:

This bill also substantially weakens laws
that prevent media monopolies and removes
the law that prohibits one owner from control-
ling the major newspapers, networks, and
cable stations that serve a community. It
makes it easy for a handful of media moguls
to buy up every source of news. especially in
rural areas. This would lead to less diversity of
opinion, more prepackaged programming, and
less local programming.

Tis bit has been widely criticized by vir-
tually alt consumer advocacy groups, Presi-
dent Clinton has threatened a veto, and I
strongy urge a "no- vote.

Mr. COSTELLO. Mr. Chairman. I rise today
to offer my comments on H.R. 1555, the Com-
munications Act of 1995.

1 support reforming our telecommunications
industry so that it can move into the future and
help all American consumers. I consider this
legislation one of the most important bills we
will vote on this year, perhaps this entire ses-
sion. since it will impact every single American
consumer.

From the beginning of this session, the in-
tent of this legislation was to free up competi-
lion In local markets, to allow tong-distance
companies to begin competing with local Bell
companies for local service, and allow the
Bells to enter the iong-d4stance market. That
was the thrust of the legislation which was
passed several weeks ago by the Commerce
Comaittee.

However, early this week. Speaker GiNG-
RIH directed the chairman of the Commerce
Committee to alter the bill, in an amendment
approved today. It makes drastic changes to
the telecommunicatons legislation, changes
which saw no hearing and upset the careful
balance achieved by the committee bill.
. This legislation now repeals the regulations
on cable companies which are intended to
keep rates low, meaning we could see a re-
turn to the late 1980's and early 1990's when
cable rates skyrocketed. In addition, it re-
moves any role of the Justice Department
which should have a hand in ensuring that
monoporlies are not crested by this bill.

My intent is to pass legislation which en-
hances technology access and provides the
consumer with a wider range of telecommun-
cations opportunities at a reduced Cost. How-
ever, this bit as written is weighted too heavily
against balanced coipetition, which is essen-
lat to benefit the consumer, the Bell compa-

nies and the long.distance telephone compa-
nies.

Mr. Speaker, I want telecommunications re-
turn. However, I will vote against final pas-
sage of this bill in its current form.

Mr. BONILLA. Mr. Chairman, I rise today in
support of H.R. 1555. The Communications
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Act of 1995. This legislation benefits all Ameri-
cans including those living in rural America.
Those living on the ranches, farms and small
towns of south and west Texas will benefit
along with those living in San Antonio and
other big cities. It is essential that our rural
residents continue to have equal and afford-
able phone service.

This bill protects universal service while pro.
moting technological advances-rural Ameri-
cans should share in the benefits of these
technologies. I believe that this bill gives prop-
er consideration to providing protection for
rural communities where our consumers are
spread thinner and the cost for providing serv-
ices can be much higher. I'm pleased that this
bill recognizes that our rural communities op
erate under unique service conditions which
must be addressed.

This bill broadly deregulates and opens
markets to fair competition, while providing
protections to rural local telephone companies.
Low cost and availability of service have al-
ways been the concerns of rural telecommuni-
cations customers in communities like Alpine
and Del City. TX. H.R. 1555 contains impor-
tant protection for these communities including
universal service principles that provide for
comparable rural/urban rates and service, as
well as a contribution to the support of univer.
sal service by all providers of telecommuni-
cations services.

This bill establishes a Federal-State joint
board to recommend actions that the Federal
Communications Commission and States
should take to preserve universal service. This
joint board will evaluate universal service as
our telecommunications market changes from
one characterized by monopoly to one of com-
petition. The board will base its policies for
preservation of universal service on the con-
cepl that any plan adopted must maintain just
and reason ble rates. It will work with a broad
recommendation to define the nature and ex-
tent of services which comprise universal serv-
ice. The board will also plan to provide ade-
quate and sustainable support mechanisms
and require equitable and non-discriminatory
contributions from all providers to support the
plan. The plan seeks to promote access for
rural areas to receive advanced telecommuni-
cations services and reasonably comparable
services. The board wi also base its poi:es
on recommendations to ensure access to ad-
vanced telecommunications services for stu-
dents in elementary and secondary schools in
our rural areas.

The purpose of H.R. 155 Is to promote
competition and reduce burdensome regula-
tons in order to secure lower prices and high-
er quality services for all American consumers,
Including those 81st live in rural areas. Without
the Policy and direction provided In this bit.
the transition for our rura cornunitis into the
Information age would be restricted.

The residents of all rural areas of our cour-
try, including the 23d District of Texas deserve
nothing less than the chance to participate in
the new technologies, services and market
conditions that will affect us well into the next
century. This blt gives them that opportunity.
Lets not deny our rural residents this chance.
I respectively urge you join me and vote for
H.R. 1555, The Communications Act of 1995.

Mr. BARTON of Texas. Mr. Chairman, inde-
pendent directory publishers currently rely on
local telephone companies, who hold over 96
percent of the telephone directory market and
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have total control over access to subscriber
Eat information. Section 222(a) of H.R. 1555
requires carers providing local exchange
p lore service to provide this information on a
timety and unbunded basis, under nondiscrim-
inatory and reasonable rates, terms, and con-
ditions, to any persor. upon request.

Independent publishers have pioneered
many of the innovations in the directory indus-
try. Including coupons and zip code listings.
Yet, because of problems in accessing sub-
scriber listing information at reasonable rates,
many independent publishers now find it ex-
tremely difficult to compete. In many States,
independent publishers are forced to waft until
the local carrier's directories are published be-
fore they can obtain the subscriber list intor-
mation necessary to publish their own direc-
tortes.

Even when subscriber lists are available,
independent publishers often encounter signifi-
cant competitive obstacles. As the Commerce
Committee report on this provision indicates,
over the past decade, some local exchange
carrers have charged excessive and discrimi-
natory prices for subscriber listings. In one
case in my area of the country, a jury awarded
$15 million in damages when it found that a
telephone company had raised listing prices
by 200 percent in an effort to drive an inde-
pendent publisher out of business.

The Comnerce Committee report makes it
clea that (r)easonable termis and conditions
include, but are not limited to. the ability to
purchase istings and updates on a periodic
basis at reasonable prices, by zip code or
area code, and in electronic format. The report
further indicates that Section 222(a) should
ensure that telephone companies will be fairly
compensated. In order to avoid future exces-
sive pricing, this statement incorporates the
concept that prices be based on the incremen-
ted cost of providing the information to the
independent publishers.

Ms. EDDIE BERNICE JOHNSON of Texas.
Mr. Chairman, I support many of the imrove-
merits to telecommunications taw which are
contained in H.R. 1555, and I have worked
tong and hard to ensure open competition in
the telecommunications marketplace. Never-
theless. I found it necessary to oppose H.R.
1555 on final passage.

My rationale for opposing the bill stens pri-
marily from my concern for small minority
businesses in the industry. Often, a complete
deregulation results in the larger, more well-
established companies consuming tiose small
businesses that have created a niche for
themselves in an industry. H.R. 1555. in its
current form. offers little protection for small
minority businesses in the telecommunications
industry. Minority ownership of telecommuni-
cations companies, most notably radio and tel-
evision station ownership. is threatened by the
bill, and out of respect for the minority media
industry, I opposed the bill. Mr. Chairman, I
hope that as we proceed to conference with
the Senate on this legislation, we can focus
more closely on the needs of minorities in the
ownership of media organizations.

Finally, I wish to stress that my vote today
was not an objection to the inexorable
progress of technology in the telecommuni-
cations industry. I realize that this progress is
coming, and will be a part of our society in the
future. I welcome this new technology. and
hope that all Americans can be included in the
promise this progress holds.

Mr. STARK. Mr. Chairman. I am very dis-
appointed that the cable television industry will
be deregulated as a result of the Tele-
communications Act of 1995. Many of the
consumer safeguards that resulted from the
1992 Cable Act are being swept away as a re-
sult of this legislation The 1992 Cable Act
helped keep the cable operators honest and
was effective in saving consumers approxi-
mately S3 billion. True competition is still a few
years away and without the necessary protec-
tions, cable operators will very likely raise their
rates and overcharge their costumers for serv-
ice.

From 1986-1992. when the cable Industry
was last deregulated, cable prices rose 'at
three times the rate of Inflation. Only when the
Congress passed legislation in 1992 did the
cable operators become more responsible. If
cable regulations are removed, the consumers
of this country will suffer.

Mr. ORTON. Mr. Chairman. H.R. 1555, the
"Communications Act of 1995" makes major
changes in our telecommunications industry.
These changes will have a profound effect on
consumers, on businesses, and on our soci-
ety.

While much of the focus of this bill has been
on industry giants fighting for market share, a
number of us in the House have been very
concerned about the effect of these changes
on the availability and affordability of access
for all Americans to emerging technologies.
through the Information Superhighway.

As this bill made its way to the floor, it be-
came apparent that the legislation simply did
not contain adequate provisions to promote
and ensure affordable access to this Informa-
tion Superhighway for our Nation's elementary
and secondary schools, public libraries, and
rural hospitals.

Therefore, I joined my colleagues CONNIE
MORELLA of Maryland. ZOE LOFGREN of Califor-
nia. and BOB NEY of Ohio in offering an
amendment to the bill to address this impor-
tant issue.

We were of course disappointed that the
Rules Committee failed to make Our amend-
ment in order. However, we were most heart-
eed last night to hear the distinguished chair-
man of the House Commerce Comminttee ac-
knowledge that such a provision is included in
the Senate bill, and give his assurance that he
will work to see this preserved, so that the in-
tent our amendment will be carried out in the
final legislation.

I certainly understand how time constraints
may have prevented the consideration of our
amendment, as well as many other important
amendments. However. I believe that our pro-
posal has strong bipartisan support, and that
it would have passed, if we had an opportunity
to vote on this amendment.

Therefore, the chairman's comments on the
floor last night are most appreciated. They
serve to clarity that the failure to have an af-
fordable access provision in H.R. 1555 does
not indicate a lack of support in the House for
such a provision. And, combined with the pro-
visions in the Senate bill, they give us strong
hope that such provisions will be included in
any conference bill we send to the President.

Let me explain why this provision is so im-
portant. Almost everyone understands that the
telecommunications revolution is changing our
life, providing exciting new oppotunities. Dis-
lance learning can provide tremendous oppor-
tunities to schools with limited resources. Ac-
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cess to the Internet can dramatically expand
the resources of libraries. And the emergence
of telemedicine holds hope for cost-efficient
advances in health care, especially to. rural
patients and hospitals.

Yet. as our society increasingly takes ad-
vantage of the Information Superhighway, with
its myriad applications, we face a very real
danger that millions of Americans living in
rural areas or of modest means may be left
off. For example, today only 12 percent of the
Nation's classrooms even have a telephone
line, and just 3 percent are connected to the
Internet. The danger Is that we may create a
society of information haves and have-nots.

The Senate recognized the importance of
this issue by approving the Snowe-Rocke-
feller-Exon-Kerry amendment to the Senate
tltecommunications bill, S. 652. Under the
Senate bill, providers of advanced tele-
communications services are required, upon a
bona fide request, to provide such services to
elementary and secondary schools and librar-
ies at discounted and affordable rates. In addi-
tion, such services shall be provided to rural
health care facitities and hospitals at -rates
that are reasonably comparable to rates
charged for similar services In urban areas."

In contrast, the House bill does not contain
language which effectively addresses the
issue of affordable access. Instead, there is
only a weak reference to this issue In section
247, the section of the bill which provides for
the preservation of univarsat service.

Under this section. a joint FederallState
board is required to make recommendations to
the FCC and State public utility commissions
for the preservation of universal service. Sub-
section (b) goes on to identify principles that
this joint board should base Its recommenda-
tions on. Subsection 5 addresses the Issue of
access to advanced telecommunications serv-
ices. Specifically. subsection 5 says this plan
should include recommendations to "ensure
access to advanced telecormnunicatlons serv-
ices for students In elementary and secondary
schools."

In simple terms, advanced telecommuni-
cations services are the means of access to
the Intemet, the emerging Information Super-
highway. As such, this language Is dearly in-
adequate. By Itself. ensuring access is an
empty and meaningless proposition. Access to
anything Is generally available, al a certain
price. To be meaningful, such access must be
affordable.

By way of illustration. 30 years ago. every
American had access to college. That is. any-
one could file an application, and probably pay
the S20 or so application fee. However. with-
out student loans and other financial assist-
ance. such access was meaningless for mil-
lions of Americans. Only it access is afford-
able Is it meaningful.

Therefore. the Morella-Crton-Ney-Lolgren
amendment would have addressed this issue
by adding the word affordable to the access
requirement in section 247(b)(5). Second. our
amendment would have expanded the range
of those institutions eligible for affordable ac-
cess to the Information Superhighway to in-
clude public libraries and rural hospitals en-
gaging In telemediine.

In offering this amendment, we had strong
support from numerous organizations active in
this area. At he end of my statement, I would
like to include a letter of support from 33 orga-
nizations, including the National Association of
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State Boards of Education, the National Edu-
cation Association, the American Library Asso-
ciation. the Internetional Telscomputing Con-
so.tiorn, a nothers.

TO quote fromths letter.
without a national commitment to ensuring
affordable access to emerging telecommuni-
Cations, the United States will fall short In
preparing all of its citizens to compete in the
new global. information-based economy ....
Unfortunately. H.R. 155 lacks strong lan-
guage which makes that necessary commit-
ment .... We encourage you to adopt lan-
guage in H.R. ISo which ensures elementary
and secondary schools and pubic libraries af-
fordable access to the telecommunications
and information technologies which are the
future of American prosperity.

As we move to conference. I know I am
joined by many others in the House who care
deeply about the preservation of an affordable
access provision. I am pleased to see strong
provisions in the Senate bill, and heartened to
hear the House Commerce Comnittee chair-
man's commitment to this issue in the House.
Inclusion of this provision in a telecommuni-
cations conference big which becomes law will
be a critical step in makng the technological
advances of the 21st century available and af-
fordable for all Americans.
SUPPORT AFFORtABL TELECOMMUNICATIONS

ACCuse FOR OUR NATION's SCHOOLS AND Li-
BRAeIES

July 26. 1995.
MAerb, U.. House of Representatives. Wash-

ington, DC.
DEAR REPREsENTATIvE: The following orga-

nitations am writing to ask for your support
of the Orton/Morella amendment providing
for affordable access to the Information Sa-
perhigbway for schools, public libraries, and
rural telemedicine. This amnendment is ex-
pected to be offered to H.P, 1555, the Commu-
nications Act of 1995.

We cannot expect to Increase the produc-
tivity of our schools and increase the learn-
log at the rates that are needed without af-
fordable access to technology. The Orton
Morelta amendment includes provisions that
will ensure that alt of oar Nation's elemen-
tary and secondary schools and public librar-
Ian have universal and affordable access to
teleconm nunlcations and information serv-
Ices.

The National Information Infrastructure
(Ni) promoted by H.R. 1555. and a techno-
logically literate public. together form the
foundation of Amerlcas future competitive-
ness and economic growth. However, without
a national commitment to ensuring afford-
able access to emerging telecommunicatlons.
the United States will fall short in preparing
all of ite citizens to compete in the new glob-
al, Inforniation-based economy. And it is
clear that commitment has not yet been
made. For example. less than three percent
of American classrooms and only 21 percent
of our public libraries (13 percent In rural
aress) have access to advanced telecommunl-
cations services infrastructure for instrac.
ional purposes.
Unfortunately. H.R. 1555 lacks strong lan-

guage which makes that necessary commit-
ment. First, the measure falls to recognire
the critical role of public libraries In provid-
Ing information services to the communities
they serve. Perhaps more importantly.
though, It falls to recognize that unless
schools and libraries and the people they
serve are able to access the Ni affordably.
the tremendous resources available on the
Information Superhighway will not be ut-
lized to their fullest potential.

We encourage you to adopt language in
H.R. 1555 which ensures elementary and sec-
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ondary schools and public libraries afford-
able access to the telecommunications and
information technologies which are the fu-
ture of American prosperity.

Specfically, we are requesting that the
House Rules Committee make the Ortoer
Morella amendment In order or that the pro-
visions of this amendment be included in a
managers amendment to H.R. 155.

Sincerely,
American AsOiation of Community Col-

leges (AACC). American Association of
School Administrators (AASA). American
Federation of Teachers (AFT). American LI-
brary Association (ALA). American Psycho-
logical Association (APA). Association for
the Advancement of Technology in Edu-
cation (AATE). Association for Educational
Communications and Technology (AECT,.
Association for Supervision & Curriculum
Development (ASCD). Coalition of Adult
Education Organizations (CAEO). California
DC Education Alliance: California Teachers
Association. Association of California School
Administrators, Urban School Districts in
California. California Department of Edu-
cation. Center for Media Education (CME,.
Computer Using Educators (CUE), Council
for American Private Education (CAPE).
Couci of Chief State School Officers
(CCSSO). Council for Educational Develop-
ment and Research (CEDAR). Council of
Great City Schools (CGCS). Consortium for
School Networking (CoSN), Educational
Testing Service lETS). Far West Laboratory
(FWL). Federation of Behavioral Psycho-
logical and Cognitive Sciences (FBPCS), The
Global Village Institute. Instructional Tele-
communications Council (ITC), Inter-
national Telecomputing Consortium, Na-
tional Association of State Boards of Edu-
cation (NASHE). National Association of EJ-
ementary School Principals (NAESPI, Na-
tional Association of Secondary School Prin-
cipals (NASSP), National Education Associa-
tion (NEA), National School Boards ASSocia-
tion (NSBA). Organizations Concerned about
Rural Education (OCRE). Public Broadcast-
Ing Service (PBS). Triangle Coalition for
Science and Technology Education (Tri-
angle). U.S. Distance LeUrning Association
IUSDLA). Western Cooperative for Edu-
cational Telecommunlcations.

Mr. LEWIS of Kentucky. Mr. Chairman. I
rise today to speak on H.R. 1555, the Corn-
munications Act of 1995.

I an'going to support H.R. 1555--but with
reservations.

I am concerned, for instance, over the very
complicated relationship between long-dis-
lanc carriers and the local companies.

Over the past few weeks, after this bii was
reported out of committee, this complex meas-
ure has been revised cormiderably.

I have no doubt the extra work was nec-
essary to some extent in order to level the
playing field. H.R. 1555 is an exceedingly
complex bill that will impact every American.
It is always difficuft to substantially change

the landscape of entire industies--s H.R.
1555 does.

My preference is that we take the time to
continue to address what I see are probleins
with this legislation. If it takes a few extra
weeks or months. so be it

The legislative process, however, is about
comprorise. And so in the end, I voted for
final passage of H.R. 1555. It does promote
additional competition, and opens up many
barriers between telephone and cable serv-
ices, arid indeed, the entire telecommuni-
cations Ihdusty.

It also corrects many of the problems with
the Cable Act of 1993.
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Mr. Chairman, I voted for this measure be-

cause, though I don't agree with all of its pro-
visions, it accomplishes a great deal.

We have moved forward with this bill. On
balance, I believe d will be good for the Amer-
ican people.

Mr. PORTMAN. Mr. Chairman. I rise in sup-
po of this carefully crafted legislation be-
cause I think it will be good for the consumer.
However, I do have some concerns about the
impact of this bill on my constituents, who for
more than a century have been provided with
excellent telecommunications service by Cin-
cinnati Bet. Notwithstanding its name, Cin.,
cinnati Bell is an independent-nd a regional
Bell---company. It has installed -in our area
one of the most modern and technologically
sophisticated local networks. This benefits
consumers in our area. In fact, because of
Cincinnati Bell's strong commitment to serving
the Greater Cincinnati area, we also have
among the highest rate of universal service in
the country.

Mr. Chairman, I support the pending legisla-
hon. But, the Senate bill in some ways better
recognizes the circumstances of a company
like Cincinnati Bell. and the consumers they
serve, than the legislation before us. That is
why I rise today to encourage my colleagues
to join me in urging our conferees to pay par-
ticular attention to the needs of the people
served by independent companies like Cin-
cinnati Bell when this legislation is considered
in conference.

Mr. FAZIO. Mr. Chairman, although we are
well into the Information Age, our Govem-
menrt's response to the need to revamp our
national telecommunications policy lags be-
hind. Technological advances make possible
the formation of new and hybrid services that
do not fit into traditional categories, creating
for the irst time the possibility of true compoti-
tion in many telecommunication fields. Today
we have the opportunity to make our national
telecommunications policies respond to the
dynamic age In which we live.

I support final passage of this legislation be-
cause I believe it is critical for telecommuni-
cations policy in this country to move forward.
If we proceed with the status quo, consumers
wit continue to be denied state-of-the-art serv-
ices and products. U.S. competitiveness in
telecommunications will continue to be in jeop-
ardy due to antiquated restrictions on involve-
ment in new technology. industry and inves-
tors will not be able to effectively plan for the
future. After years of debating this bil, it is

-time for Congress to step up to the plate.
H.R. 1555 would lift the current restrictions

that prevent the telephone, cable television.
broadcast television and other companies from
competing in each others markets. This legis-
lation will pave the way for a new climate
where competition would replace monopoly
regulation in the corrusjnication sector. H.R.
1555 will alow aur country to take an impor-
tant leap forward in the information age.
gradually allowing telecommunications compa-
nies into other communications technologies.
while guaranteeing ample corsumer protec-
lions. This new competition will provide long-
term consumer benefits in terms of more com-
petitive pricing and increased choice in.serv-
ice.

However, it is with soma reservation that I
coma to support final passage. I regret that
some of the more contentious provisions of
this bill were not resolved through the more
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traditional committee process. I think it is im-
portant to note that just 1 year ago. this body
passed a similar plan to revamp telecommuni-
cation law which gathered much broader sup-
port. I believe that this bill struck a more bal-
anced approach, evidenced by the overwhelm-
ig vote of 430 to 3 in the House of Rep-
resentatives.

Nevertheless, the overall need for tele-
communications reform demands that Con-
greseact on H.R. 1555. As the millennium ap-
proaches, we must ensure that our Nation is
equipped for the global challenges of the new
information age. We must ensure our children
have access to the information infrastructure
that is rapidly developing. Passage of a com-
prehensive telecommunications reform meas-
ure is needed now.

Mr. ROSE. Mr, Chairman, t rise to express
serious concerns over H.R. 1555, the big tele-
comnications bill. Like a lot of the legisla-
tion that is considered by this body, this legis-
lation has its good points and its bad points.
After hearing from many of my friends on all
sides of this issue and studying the ramifica-
tions of passing this legislation. I am con-
virced that H.R. 1555 needs to be sent back
to committee for some reconstructive surgery.
I understand that this legislation passed the
Commerce Committee with a strong bipartisan
vote. But that did not last. It appears that the
manager's amendment is about to change the
looks of H.R. 1555 a bit. in fact, quite a bit. In
the process, it has all but ignored H.R. 1528.
which the Judiciary Committee voted out 29 to
I to give the Justice Department an active
role.

I have great respect for the Speaker of tis
House because of our shared interest in infor-
mation technology and its utilization to guaran-
tee the free flow of information. But I have
greeter respect for the process that we use to
conduct business in this House of Representa-
tives and I believe that the process that al-
lowed H.R. 1555 to come before us tonight
has been flawed. This House can and should
do better. Even some of my friends on the
other side of the aisle have some real prob-
lema with being forced to vote on this bill at
this time.

Mr. Speaker, we have such an opportunity
here to pass legislation that can realty benefit
the American people and be fair to all those
concerned. I submit to you that Congress
should not be in the business of picking win-
ners and losers in the private sector, but that
is exactly whet we are doing if we do not
spend more time fine tuning H.R. 1555. If
Congress gets it right we will have done a
great deed for the American people-get it
wrong and we have done them a great injus-
tice.

For those of us like myself who realty want
to see the passage of comprehensive tele-
communications legislation we have only one
real choice. Send this legislation back to the
committee and let's get it right. Mark Twain
said it years ago better than I: "The difference
between right and almost right is like the dif-
ference between a lightning bug and light-
ning". This legislation is far too important to
rush through in the middle of the night. Too
many, amendments were denied consideration
on the floor, in an effort to adjourn by Friday.
Lers send H.R. 1555 back to committee and
craft a piece of legislation that can be
ungrudgingly supported by all Members of this
House.

Mr. NORWOOD. Mr. Chairman, I ask unani-
mous consent to revise and extend my re-
marks. I am pleased today to support H.R.
1555, the Communications Act of 1995. I
know this has been a long, tedious process
with a wide range of industries taking keen in-
terest in every jot and ite of this bill.

But Mr. Chairman. as the Titans of industry
have waged their battle over this piece of leg-
islation, it is important to note that the primary
beneficiary will be and ought to be the Amer-
ican consumer of telephone, cable and all
communications services. As the markets
open up in these areas and real competition is
realized, just as we've seen in the video and
computer industry, we will have better tech-
nology at lower prices.

Mr. Chairman, I can't let this moment pass
without commenting on the baffle between the
Bells and log distance that is raging still. As
the gentlemen from Texas and Virginia have
done, I had representatives from both interests
in my office at the same time to talk with each
other and try to resolve their differences. Per-
haps at the end of this process we will finally
see an agreeable solution. I realize that one
party wants free access to all markets-which
eventually I believe will happen-and the other
is asking for a reasonable transition period of
regulation so their markets are not taken away
by the companies that own the phone lines.
This bill, however imperfectly, does establish
this balance.

As my friend from Washington, Mr. WHITE,
has graciously reminded me throughout the
process-4 thank him for his advice and
help-the Congress is the one entity that is
trying to strike the most fair balance. The
other parties own huge interests in getting
their way, or at least getting a "fair advan-
tage," to borrow a phrase from the chairman
from Virginia.

I would also like to thank Mr. BuLEY and Mr.
FIELoS for their hard work on this bill and
many long hours and still more frequent meet-
ings and hearings that made this legislation
possible. I appreciate their concern for the
smaller rural phone companies that could
have been severely hurt by much bigger com-
panies during the transition period to deregula-
tion.

The chairmen also know my concern about
the Federal Communications Commission's
regulatory underbrush that still exists for cor-
mon carriers. I appreciate the adoption of Mr.
BOuCHER's amendment in the Commerce
Committee that did lighten the load by remov-
ing regulations created for another era. Per-
haps we can work on further regulatory relief
in the future that would unburden common
carriers even more. I am particularly con-
cerned about the smaller carriers that may not
have the resources or the legal stalf to push
the amount of paper that the FCC demands.

Mr. Chairman, I support this bill. A bill this
large cannot be perfect. But it does get us
way down the road to competition, free mar-
kets, better technology and lower prices for
the consumer. I urge its passage,

Mr. KLUG, Mr. Chairman, I would like to re-
spond to the statements made on August I,
1995 by my colleague, the gentlewoman from
California [Ms. ESHOXJ concerning H.R. 1555,
the Communications Act.

In her remarks about cable compatibility,
she would have us believe that it is a classic
disagreement between the evil, foreign tele-
vision manufacturers and the good, domestic
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technology firms. I do not believe ft 30,000
Americans, employed In the manufacturing of
14 million television receivers annually for do-
mastic and foreign sales, would agree with her
characterization. The percentage of imported
computers, is nearly identical to that of im-
ported TV's, about 30 percent.

The gentlewoman would also like us to be-
lieve that her amendment would protect future
technology. While it would protect the interest
of propietary technology, especially that of a
home automation company in her home State.
it would harm retailers, consumers, and thrt of
television manufacturers. A wide variety of
groups including the National Association of
Retail Dealers and the National Consumers
League have opposed the Eshoo amendment.
I think it is especially significant when both re-
tailers and consumers are on the same side of
an issue as they are in this case.

Cable compailtitty is a very technical issue,
and one which the Industry has been consid-
ering for over 2 years. The gentlewoman's
amendment, which has not had a hearing.
would actually thwart market competition and
stifle advancing technology.

I would urge my colleagues who ere con-
ferees on this bi to take a closer look at what
the Eshoo language does. I think you wil find
that real world technology is exactly the oppo-
site of what MS. ESHOO would have us be-
lieve.

Mr. HASTINGS of Florida. Mr. Speaker. I
rise In support of H.R. 1555. This vital legisla-
tion makes long overdue changes to current
commrunnications laws by eliminating the legal
barriers that prevent true competition.

I am particularly pleased that H.R. 1555 will
break down barriers to telecommunications for
people with disabilities by requiring that car-
Hers and manufacturers of telecommunications
equipment make their network services and
equipment accessible to and usable by people
with disabilities. The time is past for all per-
sons to have access to telecommunications
services.

H.P. 1555 assigns to the FCC the regu-
latory functions of ensuring that the Bet coin-
panies have compl[ed with all of the conditions
that we have imposed on their entry into long
distance. This bill requires the Bell companies
to interconnect with their competitors and to
provide to them the features. tunctions. aed
capabilities of the Bell conpanies' networks
that the new entrants need to compete. It also
contains other checks and balances to ensure
that competition In local and long distance
grows.

The Justice Department still has the role
that was granted to It under the Sherman and
Clayton Acts and other antitrust laws. Their
role is to enforce the anti-trust laws and en-
sure that at companies comply with the re-
quirements of the bill.

The Department of Justice enforces the
antitrust laws of this country. It is a role that
they have performed well. The Department of
Justice is not and should not be a regulating
agency: It is an enforcement agency.

Mr. Speaker, it Is time to open our tele-
communications market to true competition.
This legislation Is long overdue. I encourage
my colleagues to support H.R. 1555.

Mrs. COLLINS of Illinois. Mr. Chairman. I
rise in opposition to this legislation. dis-
appointed that such an important and nec-
essary bill has fatlen victim to the Republican
leadership's knee-jerk acquiescence to the
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profit-driven whims of corporate America at
the expense of average America.

I support comprehensive reform of our Na-
lIon's outdated communications Laws. During
the 103d Congress I voted in favor of legisla-
tion which passed this House 423 to 4 and
would have gone a long way toward opening
all telecenmunications markets under equi-
table rules, promoting competition and protect-
ing consumers. Beleve me, H.R. 1555 is a far
cry from the sensible approach this body took
last year on this issue.

To begin with, H.R. 1565 guts the 1992
Cable Act, which has saved consumers S3 bil-
Lion in inflated monopoly fee hikes. Despite the
fact that 67 percent of consumers support rate
regulation aend 65 percent of cable customers
still believe their bills are too high, H.R. 1555
lifts cable rate regulation on the most popular
cable progranmilng Insedlstey for smaller
cable operators and 15 months after enact-
ment of this bill for the largest operators, rn-
gardess of the competitive nature of their
markets, It is estimated that this bill will in-
crease cable bifls an average of $5 monthly
per individual.

Where is the sense Mr. Chairman? Accord-
Ing to the General Accounting Office, deregu-
lation of the cable Indus prior to effective
competition in 1984 resulted n a monumental
rise in cable rates at three times the rate of in-
Ration. Given the fact that effective competi-
tion exists in less than 1/ of t percent of all
cable systems nationwide and affordable cable
TV alternatives fto 99.5 percent of consumers
from phone cor paries or satellite providers is
not yet fully feasible, swiftly opening up these
markets can orly sp prica gouging.

Ironioty, on top of tZs, H.R. 1555 also
raises the cornpailm threshold that It takes to
bigger an FCC Investigatlion of price gouging
by a cable operator to a Standard that has to
date rarely been met by any community seek-
ing such relief from the FCC. Talk about a bill
that targets consumers in its crosshairs.

But thre's more. H.R. 1555"s provisions on
mass mae ownership virtually guarantee that
power wlt be concentrated among a select
few communications megcorporations, sac-
driClng the key tenets of communications pok
icy--commurilty control and variety of view-
points. This legislation repeals all ownership
its on radio stations, allows one network to

control programming reachting 50 percent of all
households nallonwlde, gives one major com-
munications entity the ability to own news-
papers, cable systems, and television stations
in a single town. This type of excessive media
control is not a healthy prescription for corn-
petition.

All one has to do is reed the recent news-
paper headlines to realize that the Industry
Golaths are making deals left and right. sail-
vating In anticipation of this legistation's pas-
sage and the huge windfall it will bring them.
Lucidly, President Clinton has cited the u-
precedented media concentration promoted by
this legislation as a major stumbling block that
would bring bis veto.

Over the last few weeks hundreds of my
constituents have contacted my office to ex-
press their opposition to the aforementioned
anticonsumer provisions of this legislatiort I
come to this floor today to represent their
views by voting against H.R. 1555.

However, I should note for the record that
there are a few provisions beneficial to our
Nation's small telecommunications providers
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included in this legislation that I do support
and am gtad the committee saw fit to ad-
vance.

While we should att look forward to the op-
portunitias presented by new, emerging tech-
nologies. we cannot disregard the lessons of
the past and the hurdles we still face in mak-
ing certain that everyone in America benefits
equally from our country's maiden voyage into
cyberspace. I refer to the well-documented
fact that. in particular, minority- and women-
owned small businesses continue to be ex-
tremely under-represented in the telacommuni-
cations field.

In the cellular industry, which generates in
excess of $10 billion a year, there are a mere
II minority firms offering services in this mar-
ket. Overall, barely I percent of at tele-
communications companies are minority-
owned. Of women-owned firms in the United
States, only 1.9 percent fall within the commu-
nications category.

Some of the provisions included in this bill
can make a first step in eradicating these in-
equities.

I am very pleased to see that Representa-
tive RuSH successfully offered an amendment
in subcommittee mark-up similar to a provision
I included in tast year's tleconmunications
legislation that will help to advance diversity of
ownership in fhe telecommunications market-
place. It requires the Federal Communications
Commission tO identify and work to efiminate
barriers to market entry that continue to con-
strain all small businesses, including minority-
and women-owned firms, in their attempts to
take part in all telecommunications industries.
Underlying this amendment is the obvious fact
that diversity of ownership remains a key to
the competitiveness of the U.S. telecommuni-
cations marketplace. Given the distorted mass
media ownership provisions I previously dis-
cussed. Representative RusH's takes on
heightened importance.

In addition. I fully support the telecommuni-
cations development fund language Included
in Chairman BLMEYvs manager's amendment.
This language ensures that deposits the FCC
receives through auctions be placed in an in-
terest-bearing account and the interest from
such deposits be used to Increase access
capital for small telecommunications firms.
This fund seeks to increase competition in the
telecommunications industry by mang loans.
investments or other similar extensions of
credit to eligible entrepreneurs.

Finally, antredtining provisions that prohibit
carriers from discriminating against comrru-
niies comprised of low-Income and minority
individuals address a genuine concern of mine
that the information superhighway must not be
allowed to bypass those communities most in
need of its benefits.

Nevertheless, Mr. Chairman, taken as a
whole, the bed In this bill grealy outweigh
the good and, despite what those on the other
side of the aisle might say, the majority of our
constituents know it. Therefore, I urge my cot-
leagues to vote no on H.R. 1555.

Mr. KLUG. Mr. Chairman, I would like to re-
spond to the statements made on August 1.
1995, by my colleague, the gentlewoman from
California [Ms. ESHOO). concerning H.R. 1555.
the Communications Act.

In her remarks about cable compatibilty.
she would have us believe that it is a classic
disagreement between the evil, foreign tele-
vision manufacturers and the good, domestic
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technology firms. I do not believe the 30.000
Americans employed in the manufacturing of
14 million television receivers annually for do-
metic and foreign sales would agree with her
characterization. The percentage of imported
computers is nearty identical to that of it-
ported TV's, about 30 percent.

The gentlewoman would also like us to be-
lave that her amendment would protect future
technology. While it would protect the interest
of proprietary technology, especially that of a
home automation company in her home State.
it would harm retailers, consumers, and that of
television manufacturers. A wide variety of
groups including the National Association of
Retail Dealers and the National Consumers
League have opposed the Eshoo amendmenL
I think it is especially significant when both re-
tailers and consumers are on the same side of
an issue. as they are in this case.

Cable corrmpatibility is a very technical issue,
and one which the industry has been consid-
ering for over 2 years. The gentlewoman's
amendment, which has not had a hearing,
would actually thwart market competition and
stile advancing technology.

I would urge my colleagues who are con-
terees on this bill to take a closer look at what
the Eshoo language does. I think you will find
that real world technology is exactly the oppo-
site of what Ms. EsHto would have us be-
have.

Mr. KLECZKA. Mr. Chairman, I would like to
discuss several important issues surrounding
H.R. 1555, the Conmunications Act of 1995.
Today, the House is acting on a comprehen-
sive telecomrnications reform bill that some
say is the most far-reaching legislation de-
bated in recent memory. This bill would
phaseout controls that inhibit open competition
in the broadcast, local telephone, long-ds-
tance, cable, and cellutar industries.

The telecommunications industry is currenly
hampered by outdated restrictions and regula-
tons that do not allow these innovative com-
panies to enter each other's lines of business.
Thus, consumers cannot benefit from in-
creased competition and the companies are
not fully able to develop now technologies that
will benefit us all.

This legislation is designed to allow compa-
nies to evolve while ensuring that consumers
are not trampled in the process. Encouraging
open and fair competition should be one of
our highest priorities, and it is the best route
to bringing the information superhighway up to
speed.

While I support the general direction of this
bill and will vote for it on final passage, there
are some important additions that will make
this bill better. One such change is an amend-
ment to protect consumers from cable rate in-
creases by continuing regulation of existing
cable systems until there is adequate competi.
tion. We must continue to protect consumers
in this manner until true competition in the
cable industry arrives.

I also support an amendment that limits to
35 percent the percentage of households that
may be reached by TV stations directly owned
by a single network or ownership group. We
must ensure that consumers will be able to re-
ceive a diversity of viewpoints from the media.
The bill as currently written could threaten the
independence of many local television stations
across the country. In addition, I support an
amendment to preserve the authority of local
governments to be compensated for use of
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Public rights-o-way by telecommunications
providers.

These changes to H.R. 1555 are of critical
importance. and I sincerely hope that fair con-
Sideration will be given to them during floor
debate of this bill. One of my Republican col-
leagues has been quoted as saying "this bill
is not perfect, but close enough for govern-
ment work." I disagree. and believe that, with
the changes I have suggested, this bill will
usher in a new modern age in telecommuni-
cations. However, failure to adequately ad-
dress my concerns, either during House con-
sideration or in conference, nsght require me
to vote to sustain a Presidential veto of this
bill.

Mr. KIM. Mr. Chairman, I rise to urge my
colleagues to support the overhaul of our na-
tional telecommunications policy. This legisla-
tion wit unleash vast economic and techno-
logical forces that will transform our Nation's
communications network into the most ad-
vanced and competitive system in the world.

The Communications Act of 1995 is a land-
mark regulatory reform bill that offers count-
less benefits to American consumers. By bust-
ing monopolies, opening all telecommuni-
cations markets to competition, and eliminat-
ing layers of burdensome Federal regulations.
H.R. 1555 will give Americans access to a
whole new range of new communications
services at lower prices.

This bill offers local, long distance, and
cable providers the opportunity to offer com-
plete video and communications services any-
where in the United States.

Just as important, this bitt prevents monopo-
fistic activity and guarantees true competition
in the local, long distance, and cable indus-
tries. I intend to support amendments which
open these markets as quicldy as possble
without sacrificing competition. We must en-
sure that focal and long distance providers
compete on a fair ad level playing field.

By reforning our telecommunications sys-
tem we will create 3.4 million jobs over the
next 10 years. True competition will give hard-
working families and individuals over S550 bif-
lon in savings in local, long distance, cellular,
and cable prices over the next 10 years. In
addition, competition will speed up the intro-
ductionof new, innovative technologies and
services, such as telemedicine in rural areas
and distance leaming to improve education
and on the-job-training.

In conclusion. Mr. Chairman, I urge my
colleagues to pass a bill that will create the
most technologically advanced-and lowest
priced--communications system in the world.

Mr. LEVIN. Mr. Chairman, I have grave con-
cerns about the bill before us. Both on sub-
stance and on process, this is the wrong way
to go about overhauling our Nation's commu-
nications laws.

Let me be dear that I support comprehen-
sive reform of our Nation's telecommuni-
cations laws. I support deregulation. I support
increased competition. I personally feel the
time has come to free the regional Belt com-
panies to enter the long-distance, manufactur-
ing, and video markets.

However, this legislation is seriously flawed.
How can you go home to your district and ex-
plain to your constituents that you voted for
this bill?

How are you going to explain that you voted
for a bill that gives cable companies the green
light to raise rates through the roof without first
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requiring them to give up their monopolies?
Fifleen months after this bill becomes law.
cable rates are going up. How are you going
to explain it?

How are you going to explain that you voted
for a bill that fails to empower parents to con-
trol the amount of sex and violence their chil-
dren watch on television? In the very near fu-
lure, the number of channels available to
every home in America will jump from a few
dozen to as many as 500 channels, tm fed up
with TV violence. We must give parents a tool
to block objectionable programs they don't
want their children to see. For a modest cost.
a computer chip can be added to new tele-
visions that empowers parents to do this.

How are you going to explain that you voted
for a bill that's a blueprint for unprecedented
media concentration? Under this bill, a single
company or individual can buy up most of
your town's mass media, including an unlim-
ited number of radio stations, two TV stations.
and even the town newspaper.

The process under which the House is con-
sidering this legislation is also flawed. Large
portions of this bit were developed in secret.
behind closed doors. This bill will profoundly
affect the shape of telecommunications in this
country for years to come. It will impact every
person in the country who owns a telephone,
watches TV, or listens to radio.

We shoudn' debate such a far-reaching
piece of legislation in @ few short hours, under
a closed rule. without adequate time for de-
bate or amendment Surely, this is no way to
legislate.

Mr. COYNE. Mr. Chairman, I rise in strong
support of efforts to address the concerns of
consumers about the telecommunications bill
now before the House.

Let me say that I believe there is strong
support in the House for free and open com-
petition among the various elements of the
telecommunications industry. I also support
providing free and open competition to the
American consumer who should be able to
choose freely between providers of telephone,
cable and other telecommunications services.

The question is not over the merits of free
and open competition as a goal. There are.
however, real questions about how we provide
sufficient protection for consumers during a
transition period to free and open competition.
A key test is whether adequate time is pro-
vided to ensure that true competition is
present before current regulatory protections
are eliminated. Failure to provide such protec-
tions would provide unacceptable opportunities
for the abuse of consumers by firms which
enjoy a monopoly or quasi-monopoly position
in their individual sectors of the telecommuni-
cations industry,

That is why I oppose in particular the provi-
sions of H.R. 1555 which would repeal pre-
maturely the cable rate regulations enacted by
Congress as part of the Cable Television
Consumer Protection Act of 1992. H.R. 1555
would drop overnight all cable rate provisions
for most cable markets in the Nation and
would allow only 15 months before cable rate
protections are dropped for larger markets, in-
cluding the City of Pittsburgh which I rep-
resent.

I believe that the rush to drop all cable rate
regulations is completely unacceptable be-
cause the timerame proded by H.R. 1555 is
insufficient to provide a realistic opportunity for
the emergence of true competition. Current
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service providers have had years to enjoy the
benefits of monopoly control over local cable
services. It was only with the Cable Television
Consumer Protection Act of 1992 that local
consumers were offered some protections
from the unjustified rate Increases and poor
service that had been all too common in many
parts of the Nation. Now, those protections
would be eliminated practically overnight even
though real competition has not been given a
decent chance to emerge.

The rush to deregulate opens the floodgates
for companies which already enjoy a monop-
oly position in one market to expand their
dominance to other segments of the tele-
communications industry. Along the way, rate-
payers would be paying for this expansion
through higher rates because a real alternative
to their local monoploy provider is not yet In
place.

A clear example of the lack of protection
against the power of monopoly providers is
demonstrated by a provision of H.R. 1555
which permits buy-outs of local cable compa-
nies by telephone companies, with limited ex-
ceptions. This provision is contrary to the very
principle of encouragng competition which is
supposed to be the reason for passing tele-
communications legislation. Why in the world
would two monopolies compete against each
other for their customer base when It would be
so much easier to simply buy the cornpetition.
The result would be one super-monopoly tak-
ing the place two companies well positioned to
compete heai on. This buy-out provision
makes a farce out of the very Idea of promot-
lng true competition.

I also oppose provisions of H.R. 1555 which
would preempt State regulatory authority to
ensure that consumers are protected from
abusive pricing practices. States must be able
to play the role of consumer advocates in
cases where monopolies or quasi-monopolies
would otherwise possess unregulated opportu-
nities to impose unjustified price increases on
local ratepayers. The lack of State oversight
along with the rush to repeal existing regu-
latory protections make H.R. 1555 a virtual
road map for how to raise rates for tele-
communications services.

Mr. Speaker, I must oppose H.R. 1555 as
long as these anti-consumer provisions remain
part of this legislation. Free and open competi-
Von must not be taken for granted. It can only
emerge over time when adequate protections
are provided to American families who are
being put at risk by this rush to deregulate.

The CHAIRMAN. Under the rule. the
Committee rises.

Accordingly the Committee rose: and
the Speaker pro tempore tNir. SHAYS).
having assumed the chair. Mr. KOLBE.
Chairman of the Committee of the
Whole House on the State of the Union.
reported that that Committee. having
had under consideration the bill tH.R.
1555). to promote competition and re-
duce regulation in order to secure
lower prices and higher quality serv-
ices for American telecommunications
consumers and encourage the rapid de-
ployment of new telecommunications
technologies, pursuant to House Reso-
lution 207. he reported the bill back to
the House with an amendment adopted
by the Committee of the Whole.
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The SPEAKER pro tempore. Under

the rule. the previous question is or-
dered.

Under the order of the House of the
legislative day of August 3. 1995, the
amendment reported from the Commit-
tee of the Whole is adopted. No sepa-
rate vote is in order.

The question is on the engrossment
and the third reading of the bill.

The bill was ordered to be engrossed
and read a third time, and was read the
third time.
MOTION TO RECOMMIT OFFERED 8Y MR. MARKEY

Mr. MARKEY. Mr. Speaker, I offer a
motion to recommit with instructions.

The SPEAKER pro tempore. Is the
gentleman opposed to the bill?

Mr. MARKEY. I am opposed to the
bill, Mr. Speaker.

The SPEAKER pro tempore. The
clerk will report the motion to recom-
mit.

The Clerk read as follows:
Mr. MARKEY moves to recommit the bill
.RW SSb to the Committee on Commerce

with instructions to report the ame back to
the House forthwith with the following
amendments:

Page 157. after line 21, insert the following
new section land redesignate the succeeding
sections and conform the table of contents
accordingly):
eEC. SOL PARENTAL CHOICS IN TELEVISION

PROGeRAMMING.
(a) FisNinos.-The Congress makes the fol-

lowing findings:
il) Television influences children's percep-

tion of the values and behavior that are com-
mon and acceptable in society.

(2) Television station operators, cable tele-
vision system operators, and video program-
mers should follow practices in connection
with video programming that take into con-
sideration that television broadcast and
cable programming has established a unique-
ly pervasive presence In the lives of Amer-
lean children.

(3) The average American child is exposed
to 25 hours of television each week and some
children are exposed to as much a lb hours
of television a day.

(4) Studies have shown that children ex-
posed to violent video programming at a
young age have a higher tendency for violent
and aggressive behavior later in life that
children not so exposed, and that children
exposed to violent video programming are
prone to assume that acts of violence are ac-
ceptable behavior.

(5) Children in the United States are. on
average, exposed to an estimated 8,000 mur-
ders and 100,000 acts of violence on television
by the time the child completes elementary
school.

(1) Studies indicate that children are af-
fected by the pervasiveness and casual treat-
ment of sexual material on television, erod-
ing the ability of parents to develop respon-
sible attitudes and behavior in their chil-
dren.

(7) Parents express grave concern over vio-
lent and sexual video programming and
strongly support technology that would give
them greater control to block video pro-
graosming In the home that they consider
harmful to their children.

18) There is a compelling governmental in-
terest in empowering parents to limit the
negative Influences of video programming
that Is harmful to children.

(9) Providing parents with timely informa-
tion about the nature of upcoming video pro-
gramming and with the technological tools
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that allow them easily to block violent. sex-
ual. or other programming that they believe
harmful to their children in the least restric-
tive and most narrowly tailored means of
achieving that compelling governmental in-
terest.

(b) ESTABLISHMENT OF TELEVISION RATING
CODE.-Section 303 of the Act (47 US.C. 3D3)
is amended by adding at the end the follow-
ing:

"v) Prescribe-
"I) on the basis of recommendations from

an advisory committee established by the
Commission that is composed of parents. tel-
evision broadcasters, television program-
ming producers. cable operators. appropriate
public interest groups, and other interested
individuals from the private sector and that
is fairly balanced In terms of political affili-
ation, the points of view represented. and the
functions to be performed by the committee.
guidelines and recommended procedures for
the identification and rating of video pro-
gramming that contains sexual. violent. or
other indecent material about which parent
should be Informed before It is displayed to
children. provided that nothing in this para-
graph shall be construed to authorize any
rating of video programming on the basis of
its political or religious content; and

1'2) with respect to any video program.
ming that has been rated (whether or not In
accordance with the guidelines and rec-
ommendations prescribed under paragraph
(Iii. rules requiring distributors of such
video programming to transmit such rating
to permit parents to block the display of
video programming that they have deter-
mined is Inappropriate for their children.".

(i) REQUIREMENT FOR MANUFAcTURE OF
TELEVISIONS THAT BLocc PROGRAMs.-Sec-
tion 303 of the Act, as amended by subsection
(la. Is further amended by adding at the end
the following:

"(w) Require. in the case of apparatus de-
signed to receive television signals that are
manufactured In the United States or im-
ported for use in the United States and that
have a picture screen 13 inches or greater in
size (measured diagonally), that such appara-
tus be equipped with circultry designed to
enable viewers to block display of all pro-
grams with a common rating. except as 0th-
erwine permitted by regulations pursuant to
section 330icX4l.".

(d) SHIPPING OR IMPORTINo OF TELEVISIONS
THAT BLOCK PROORAMS.-

ill REULATIONs.-Section 330 of the Com-
munications Act of 1934 (47 U.S.C. 30) is
amended-

(A) by redesignating subsection (c as nub-
section (d); and

(Bi by adding after subsection (b) the fol-
lowing new subsection (c):

-(c)(1) Except as provided in paragraph (2).
no person shall ship in interstate commerce.
manufacture, assemble. or import from any
foreign country into the United States any
apparatus described in section 301w) of this
Act except In accordance with rales pre-
scribed by the Commission pursuant to the
authority granted by that section.

"(2) This subsection shall not apply to car-
riers transporting apparatus referred to in
Paragraph (1) without trading it.

"(3) The rules prescribed by the Commis-
sion under this subsection shall provide for
the oversight by the Commission of the
adoption of standards by Industry for block-
jng technology. Such rules shall require that
all such apparatus be able to receive the rat-
Ing signals which have been transmitted by
way of line 21 of the vertical blanking inter-
val and which conform to the signal and
blocking specifications established by indus-
try under the supervision of the Commission.

"(4) As new video technology is developed.
the Commission shall take such action as
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the Commission determines appropriate to
ensure that blocking service continues to be
available to consumers. If the Commission
determines that an alternative blocking
technology exists that-

"iAi enables parents to block programming
based on identifying programs without rat-
ings.

-- BI is available to consumers at a cost
which is comparable to the cost of tech-
nology that allows parents to block pro-
gramming based on common ratings, and

-iCi will allow parents to block a broad
range of programs on a multichannel system
as effectively and as easily as technology
that allows parents to block programming
based on common ratings.

The Commission shall amend the rules pre-
scribed pursuant to section 30w1 to require
that the apparatus described in such section
be equipped with either the blocking tech-
nology described in such section or the alter-
native blocking technology described in this
paragruph.".

"(2; CONFORMisNG AMENDMEiT.-Section
3dl of such Act, as redesignated by sub-
section (a)ili, is amended by striking 'sec-
tion 3Ds). and section 30,u)' and inserting
in lieu thereof -and sections 30 s. 30ui)
and 303(w)'.

"i APPLICABILITY AND EFFECTIVE
DATES.-

"() APPLICABILITY OF RATING PROVISION.--
The amendment made by subsection (b) of
this section shall take effect 1 year after the
date of enactment of this Act, but only If the
Commission determines. in consultation
with appropriate public interest groups and
interested individuals from the private sec-
twr. that distributors of video programming
have not, by such date-

"(Ai established voluntary rules for rating
video programming that contains sexual,
violent, or other indecent material about
which parents should be informed before it is
displayed to children, and such rules are ac-
ceptable to the Commission; and

-(B) agreed voluntarily to broadcast sig-
nals that contain ratings of such prograns-
mIng.

"(2) EFFECTIVE DATE OF MANUFACTURE Pan-
VISION.-In prescribing regulations to imple-
ment the amendment made by subsection
(ci, the Federal Communications Commis-
sion shall, after consultation with the tele-
vision manufacturing industry. specify the
effective date for the applicability of the re-
quirement to the apparatus covered by such
amendmeat, which date shall not be les
than one year after the date of enactment of
this Act.

Mr. MARKEY (during the reading).
Mr. Speaker. I ask that the motion be
considered as read and printed in the
RECORD.

The SPEAKER pro tempOre. Is there
objection to the request of the gen-
tleman from Massachusetts?

There was no objection.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The gen-

tleman from Massachusetts [Mr. MAR-
KEY) is recognized for 5 minutes.

Mr; MARKEY. Mr. Speaker, the point
that I am going to make right now is
that you have had a nice vote. You
havenow voted to have the 2000 study
of whether or not violence and sexual
programming on television has an Im-
pact on adolescent children. The con-
clusion to that study is not in ques-
tion.

The only question now. Mr. Speaker,
is going to be whether or not, as we in
our recommittal motion let the Coburn
study stay in place, we add in now the
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Markey V-chip amendment as the re-
committal. That is it. The Coburn
study stays in place, and we add on the
V-chip as the recommittal motion.
That is all there is to it; it is no more
complicated.

Mr. Speaker, we ask that Members
who care about parents in this country
please vote for this recommittal mo-
tion so that both Coburn and the V-
chip can be given to them as weapons
against the excessive sexual and vio-
lent programming on television in our
country.

Mr. Speaker, I yield to the gentleman
from Indiana [Mr. BURTON].

Mr. BURTON of Indiana. Mr. Speak-
er. this has been a very hard fight, and
for some of us, it Is kind of emotional
because we have seen what happens
when violence occurs in the home. I
used to see that violence on a regular
basis when I was a kid, and as I grew
up, I started watching that same kind
of violence on television, and then I
say society become more and more vio-
lent.

I saw kids start killing other kids. I
saw 12-year-old kids raping other 10-
and it-year-old children, and we say,
"why is this happening?."

Mr. Speaker. I submit that, in large
part, it is due to what FRANK WOLF of
Virginia said a while ago, "'Garbage in,
garbage out." The kids are seeing a
steady diet of violence and sex, and
there is no way for parents who are
working day and night to keep their
kids safe from it. There is no way. This
is the only technology that Is available
that will do it.

Mr. Speaker, I love all my col-
leagues. I know we have differences of
opinion. I respect all of them, but I am
really disappointed today because we
have not given the people of this coun-
try, the parents, . the ability to help
protect their kids.

Mr. MARKEY. Mr. Speaker, I yield to
the gentleman from Michigan (Mr.
BONIOR]. the minority whip.

Mr. BONIOR. Mr. Speaker, first of
al. I want to commend my friend from
Indiana, Mr. BURTON . for his coura-
geous fight on this amendment, as well
as my friend, the gentleman from Mas-
sachusetts [Mr. MARKEY].

Mr. Speaker. the V-chip is based
upon a very simple principle that it is
the parents who should raise the chil-
dren, not the Government. not the cor-
porate executives, not the advertisers.
not the network executives. It is the
parents who are the people responsible
for what their children see. It is the
parents who should have a more power-
ful voice in the marketplace.

0 1445
Now this is about the pictures and

the images that shape our children's
minds. This is about giving parents the
tools they need to stop the garbage
from flowing into our living rooms. By
the time a child gets out of grade
school, he will, she will, have seen 8,000
murders, over 100.000 acts of violence.
This bill will help parents let Sesame
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Street in and keep the Texas Chain
Saw Massacre out, and that is why over
90 percent of the American public sup-
port the idea of the V-chip.

Now this motion to recommit will
allow a straight up-or-down vote on the
Markey-Burton amendment on the V-
chip, and that motion was denied by
the passage of the Coburn amendment.
and I know why the Coburn amend-
ment passed, because it contained a lot
of language that people support.

This is a graft on top of Coburn. It
goes further, and it gives parents the
control they need.

Mr. Speaker, I urge my colleagues to
vote to give parental control over what
goes into the minds and the hearts of
our children.

Mr. MARKEY. Mr. Speaker, I yield to
the gentleman from Michigan (Mr. DIN-
OELL[.

Mr. DINGELL. Mr. Speaker, the cost
of the chip is as little as 18 cents. For
18 cents on a television set we can give
the parent back the control of some of
the filth, and some of the smut, and
some of the violence that is coming
into the living room.

I urge my colleagues to support the
motion.

Mr. MARKEY. I reclaim the balance
of my time. Mr. Speaker. to make this
final point:

We sell 25 million television sets a
year in the United States. In 2 years
there will be 25 million homes with a
V-chip that costs 18 cents that every
parent can use to protect their chil-
dren. That is what a yes vote on recom-
mittal means. My colleagues will still
have the Coburn study, if they want it,
but parents will have something out of
this as well, the protection when they
are not in the home, when they are not
in the same room. to be able to block
out the violence and sexual program-
ming that their 3-, and 4-. and 5-, and 6-
year-old little boys and girls should
not be having access to, should not be
in their minds.

Please vote "yes" on recommittal so
that we can build the V-chip into this
very important piece of legislation.

Mr. BLILEY. Mr. Speaker, this has
been a good debate on this bill over 2
days. Before yielding to the gentleman
from New York [Mr. PAXON] I would
just like to take a few moments to
thank our respective staffs for their
hard work and tireless dedication. I
would especially like to thank Cath-
erine Reid. Michael Regan. Harold
Furchgott-Roth and Mike O'Reilly of
the majority; David Leach with Mr.
DINGELL's staff; and Steve Cope of the
Office of Legislative Counsel. The
House should applaud their fine efforts
In bringing this legislation forward.

Mr. Speaker. I yield to the gentleman
from New York [Mr. PAXON] in opposi-
tion to this motion to recommit.

Mr. PAXON. Mr. Speaker. first. on
behalf of the committee. I think both
Republicans and Democrats. I would
like to say a thank you, to the Mem-
bers for their patience, for their good
humor. for frankly staying awake dur-
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lng these final hours of this very long
week. I have just three brief points to
make:

No. 1. this House should be very
proud. Today we have made history.
For the first time in 61 years we are
preparing to pass a telecommunication
reform bill that is historic. My col-
leagues should be proud of this effort.
It is. therefore, ludicrous to talk about
recommitting a piece of history that
we have just worked so hard to craft.
and I know this House would not do
this afternoon, recommit this impor-
tant and historic piece of legislation,
because it would mean there is no bill.

Second, there has been a lot of talk
about this legislation. I just counted in
the Markey amendment; it refers to
the word "ratings" 12 different times.
That point has been lost lately in this
discussion. Ratings are contained in
that measure 12 different times; that is
contained in the motion to recommit.

My third point, my colleagues: It Is
time to go home.

Please vote "no" on the motion to
recommit.

PARLIAMENTARY OQUmIEs
Mr. BURTON of Indiana. Mr. Speak-

er, I have a parliamentary inquiry.
The SPEAKER pro tempore (Mr.

SHAY9). The gentleman will state his
parliamentary inquiry.

Mr. BURTON of Indiana. If the re-
committal motion is approved, does
that kill the bill?

The SPEAKER pro tempore. The
question of passage would still be
reached.

Mr. DINGELL. Mr. Speaker. I have a
parliamentary inquiry.

The SPEAKER pro tempore. The gen-
tleman will state his parliamentary in-
quiry.

Mr. DINGELL. My purpose in making
a parliamentary Inquiry is to ask the
Chair this question:

If the motion to recommit with in-
structions occurs, is it not a fact that
the matter is immediately reported
back to the House, at which time the
vote then occurs on the legislation as
amended by the motion to recommit
with instructions?

The SPEAKER pro tempore. The ap-
pearance of the word -forthwith" in
the instruction makes it so.

Without objection. the previous ques-
tion is ordered on the motion to recom-
mit.

There was no objection.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The

question is on the motion to recommit.
The question was taken; and the

Speaker pro tempore announced that
the noes appeared to have it.

RECORDED VOTE
Mr. MARKEY. Mr. Speaker. I demand

a recorded vote.
A recorded vote was ordered.
The vote was taken by electronic de-

vice. and there were-ayes 224. noes 199.
not voting 11, as follows:
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enable viewers to block display of all pro-
grams with a common rating. except as oth-
erwise permitted by regulations pursuant to
section 330(c,141.".
(d) SHIPPING OR IMPORTING OF TELEVISIONS

THAT BLOCK PROGRAMS.-
11) RZOcULATION,-Section 330 Of the Com-

munications Act of 1934 (47 U.S.C. 33) is
amended-
(A) by redesignating subsection (ci as sub-

section (di; and
(S) by adding after subsection (b) the fol-

lowing new subsection l:
"(cX)I) except as provided in paragraph (2),

no person shall ship in interstate Commerce.
manufacture, assemble. or import from any
foreign country Into the United States any
apparatus described in section 310(w) of this
Act except in accordance with rules pre-
scribed by the Commission pursuant to the
authority granted by that section.
"i2) This subsection shall not apply to car-

riers transporting apparatus referred to in
paragraph (I) without trading It.
"(3) The rules prescribed by the Commis-

sion under this subsection shall provide for
the oversight by the Commission of the
adoption of standards by Industry for block-
Ing technology. Such rules shall require that
all such apparatus be able to receive the rat-
Ing signals which have been transmitted by
wly of line 21 of the vertical blanking inter-
val and which conform to the signal and
blocking specifications established by indus-
try under the supervision of the Commission.

"(4) As new video technology is developed,
the Commission shall take such action as
the Commission determines appropriate to
ensure that blocking service continues to be
available to consumers. If the Commission
determines that an alternative blocking
technology elists that-

"(A) enables parents to block programming
based on identifying programs without rat-
ingm
"(B) is available to consumers at a cost

which is comparable to the cost of tech-
nology that allows parents to block pro-
gramming based on common ratings, and

(C) will allow parents to block a broad
range of programs on a multichannel system
as effectively and as easily as technology
that allows parents to block programming
based on common ratings, the Commission
shall amend the roles prescribed pursuant to
aectlon 303(w to require that the apparatus
described in such section be equipped with
either the blocking technology described in
such section or the alternative blocking
technology described in this paragraph."
(2) CON FORMINO AMENDMENT.-Section

330(d) of such Act. as redesignated by sub-
section si)l, Is amended by striking "sec-
tion 33(s). and section 303u)-" and inserting
In lieu thereof -and sections 3(s) 303(u)
and 303 i w )".
(el APPLICABILITY AND EFFEcrivE DATES -
I]I APPLICABItITY OF RATING PROVISION.

The amendment made by subsection (b) of
this section shall take effect 1 year after the
date of enactment of this Act. but only if the
Commission determines, in consultation
with appropriate public interest groups and
interested individuals from the private sec-
tor. that distributors of video programming
have not, by such date-
(A) established Voluntary rules for rating

video programming that contains sexual,
violent, or other Indecent material about
which parents should be informed before it is
displayed to children, and such rules are ac-
ceptable to the Commission; and
(B) agreed voluntarily to broadcast signals

that contain ratings of such programming.
(2) EFFECTIVE DATE OF MANUFACTURING PRO-

VISION.-In prescribing regulations to imple-
ment the amendment made by subsection
I.), the Federal Communications Commis-

8on shall, after consultation with the tele-
vision manufacturing industry, specify the
effective date for the applicability of the re-
quirement to the apparatus covered by such
amendment, which date shall not be less
than one year after the date of the enact-
ment of this Act.

Mr. BLILEY (during the reading).
Mr. Speaker. I ask unanimous consent
that the amendment be considered as
read and printed in the RECORD.

The SPEAKER pro tempore. Is there
objection to the request of the gen-
tleman from Virginia?

There was no objection.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The

question is on the amendment.
The amendment was agreed to.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The

question is on the engrossment and
third reading of the bill.

The bill was ordered to be engrossed
and read a third time. and was read the
third time.

The SPEAKER pro tempore. The
question is on passage of the bill.

The question was taken; and the
Speaker pro tempore announced that
the noes appeared to have It.

RECORDED VOTE
Mr. BLILEY. Mr. Speaker. I demand

a recorded vote. .
A recorded vote was ordered.
The vote was taken by electronic de-

vice. and there were-ayes 305, noes 117.
not voting 12, as follows:
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0 1527 propriations bill. I thought I had voted
So the bill was passed, aye. I notice in yesterday's RECORD I
The result of the vote was announced had voted no. That was in error. I want

as above recorded. the Record to show I intended to vote
A motion to reconsider was laid on aye.

the table.

FURTHER MESSAGE FROM THE
PRESIDENT

A further message in writing from
the President of the United States was
communicated to the House by Mr.
Edwin Thomas. one of his secretaries.

MESSAGE FROM THE SENATE
A message from the Senate by Mr.

Lundregan. one of its clerks, an-
nounced that the Senate had passed
without amendment a concurrent reso-
lution of the House of the following
title:

H. Con. Res. 92. Concurreot Resolution pro-
viding for an adjournment of the two Houses.

The message also announced that the
Senate had passed with amendments in
which the concurrence of the House is
requested, a bill of the House of the fol-
lowing title:
H.R. 402. An act to amend the Alaska Na-

tive Claims Settlement Act. and for other
purposes.

FURTHER MESSAGE FROM THE
PRESIDENT

A further message in writing from
the President of the United States was
communicated to the House by Mr.
Edwin Thomas. one of his secretaries.

AUTHORIZING CLERK TO MAKE
CORRECTIONS IN ENGROSSMENT
OF H.R. j555, COMMUNICATIONS
ACT OF 1995
Mr. BLILEY. Mr. Speaker. I ask

unanimous consent that in the engross-
ment of the bill H.R. 1555 the Clerk be
authorized to make technical correc-
tions and conforming changes to the
bill. and to delete duplicative material.

The SPEAKER pro tempore. (Mr.
SHAys). Is there objection to the re-
quest of the gentleman from Virginia?

There was no objection.

GENERAL LEAVE
Mr. BLILEY. Mr. Speaker. I ask

unanimous consent that all Members
may have 5 legislative days within
which to revise and extend their re-
marks and include extraneous material
on H.R. 1555.

The SPEAKER pro tempore. Is there
objection to the request of the gen-
tleman from Virginia?

There was no objection.

PERSONAL EXPLANATION
Mr. YATES. Mr. Speaker. on rolicall

615 on Wednesday. the Greenwood
amendment to H.R. 2127. the HHS ap-

REMOVAL OF NAME OF MEMBER
AS COSPONSOR OF H.R. 1853

Ms. McKINNEY. Mr. Speaker. I ask
unanimous consent that my name be
removed as a cosponsor of H.R. 1853.

The SPEAKER pro tempore. Is there
objection to the request of the gentle-
woman from Georgia.

There was no objection.

0 1530

SUBMISSION OF COMMITTEE
ORDER FROM COMMITTEE ON
HOUSE OVERSIGHT
IMr. THOMAS asked and was given

permission to address the House for I
minute and to revise and extend his re-
marks.)

Mr. THOMAS. Mr. Speaker. I submit
a committee order from the Committee
on House Oversight.

At the direction of the Committee on
House Oversight, in accordance with
the authority granted to the commit-
tee as reflected In 2 U.S.C. 57. the com-
mittee issued Committee Order No. 41
on August 3. 1995. which will become ef-
fective on September 1. 1995. Members
will receive information describing this
change through a dear colleague.

I Include at this point in the RECORD
the text of Committee Order No. 41.

Resoved,. That ia) effective September 1.
1995. and subject to subsection ib). the Clerk
Hire Allowance. the Official Expenses Allow-
ance. and the Official Mail Allowance shall
cease to exist and the functions formerly
carried out under such allowances shall be
carried out under a single allowance, to be
known as the "Members' Representational
Allowance".

ib) Under the Members' Representational
Allowance, the amount that shall be avail-
able to a Member for franked mail with re
spect to a session of Congress shall be the
amount allocated for that purpose by the
Committee on House Oversight under para-
graphs (1)(A) and (2)(R) of subsection (e) of
section 311 of the Legislative Branch Appro-
priations Act. 1991. plus an amount equal to
the amount permitted to be transferred to
the former Official Mali Allowance under
paragraph (31 of that subsection.

SEC. 2. The Committee on House Oversight
shall have authority to prescribe regulations
to carry out this resolution.

PERMISSION FOR COMMITTEE ON
ECONOMIC AND EDUCATIONAL
OPPORTUNITIES HAVE UNTIL
FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 1, 1995 TO
FILE REPORT ON H.R. 1594. PLAC-
ING RESTRICTIONS ON DEPART-
MENT OF LABOR INVESTMENTS
WITH EMPLOYEE BENEFIT
PLANS

Mr. GOODLING. Mr. Speaker. I ask
unanimous consent that the Commit-
tee on Economic and Educational Op-

.H8507
portunities may have until noon on
Friday. September 1. 1995. to file a re-
port on H.R. 1594, a bill to place restric-
tions on the promotion by the Depart-
ment of Labor of economically tar-
geted investments in connection with
employee benefit plans.

The SPEAKER pro tempore. Is there
objection to the request of the gen-
tleman from Pennsylvania?

There was no objection. "

REREFERRAL TO COMMITTEE ON
GOVERNMENT REFORM AND
OVERSIGHT OF HR. 2077, GEORGE
J. MITCHELL POST OFFICE
BUILDING

Mr. MCHUGH. Mr. Speaker. I ask
unanimous consent that the bill. H.R.
2077, be rereferred from the Committee
on Transportation and Infrastructure
to the Committee on Government Re-
form and Oversight.

I am informed, Mr. Speaker. there
are no objections from the minority of
the Committee to this referral.

The SPEAKER pro tempore (Mr.
SHAYS). Is there objection to the re-
quest of gentleman from New York?

There was no objection.

GEORGE J. MITCHELL POST
OFFICE BUILDING

Mr. MCHUGH. Mr. Speaker. I ask
unanimous consent that the Commit-
tee on Government Reform and Over-
sight be discharged from consideration
of (H.R. 2077) to designate the U.S. Post
Office building located at 33 College
Avenue In Waterville. ME. as the
"George J. Mitchell Post Office Build-
ing," and ask for its immediate consid-
eration in the House.

The Clerk read the title of the bill.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Is there

objection to the request of the gen-
tleman from New York?

Miss COLLINS of Michigan. Mr.
Speaker, reserving the right to object.
and I will not object, I yield to the gen-
tleman from New York [Mr. MCHUoI].
chairman of the Subcommittee on
Postal Service, for the purpose of ex-
plaining the bill.

Mr. MCHUGH. Mr. Speaker. I would
note that the bill is to designate the
U.S. Post Office building located at 33
College Avenue in Waterville. ME as
the George J. Mitchell Post Office
Building.

Miss COLLINS of Michigan. Mr.
Speaker. continuing my reservation of
objection. I yield to the gentleman
from Maine [Mr. LONGLEY]. the sponsor
of H.R. 2077.

Mr. LONGLEY. Mr. Speaker. it is my
pleasure to inform the House that the
citizens of Waterville. ME have decided
to name the post office in honor of
former Senator George J. Mitchell of
Maine. Senator Mitchell was elected to
the Senate. appointed to the Senate in
1980. was elected in 1982 and. in 1988.
was elected with the largest majority
in the history of Maine's elections to
the Senate.
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